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THE ~ APPARITION OF JUPITER 

By: Paul K. Mackal, A.L.P.O. Jupiter Recorder 

Preface 

The late appearance of this report is due in large part to the fact that time was 
spent getting duplicate material for the period under consideration. The original data 
had been lost or misplaced by a former Asst. Jupiter Recorder. Prominent observers were 
approached in July of 1967 by the writer and were asked to resubmit material for this per
iod. The response was favorable enough to justify the present report. The present staff 
has a deep desire to maintain continuity of reportage. We are thus collectively indebted 
and thankful to the extraordinary efforts of the following observers of Jupiter: P. W. 
Budine, C. F. Capen, V. Capen, A. W. Heath, P. S. Mcintosh, E. J. Reese, R. Schorn, and J. 
Young. 

This report concerns the qualitative appearance of Jupiter in 1964-65 including 
changes in belt and zone structure, belt and zone activity (of a certain magnitude), in
tensities, and colors. Observations begin on August 3, 1964; go through opposition (Nov
ember 13, 1964); and end on February 2, 1965. 

List of Visual Contributions: 

(1) P. W. Budine; Binghamton, N. Y.; 4" refrac.; 
(2) A. W. Heath; Nottingham, U. K.; 12 11 reflec.; 
(3) P. S. Mcintosh; Sunspot, N. M.; 6 11 reflec.; 

List of Photographic Contributions: 

(1) C. Capen; Wrightwood, Calif.; 16 11 reflec.; 
(2) C. Capen & V. Capen; Wrightwood, Calif.; 16 11 reflec.; 
(3) C. Capen & J. Young; Wrightwood, Calif.; 16 11 reflec.; 
(4) R. Schorn; Fort Davis, Texas; 82 11 reflec.; 
(5) J. Young; Wrightwood, Calif.; 16" reflec.; 

Full 
Verbal Disc 

2 
5 1 

ll 
5 
6 
1 
2 

Strip 
Sketch 

9 

1 

ll 
6 
1 

All in all, a grand total of 43 observations were made, excluding transits of small
er features, 18 made visually and 25 photographic in nature. All of the photo positives 
received were in color. 

1964 
August 

4 

Distribution of Contributions: 

September October November 

4 19 6 

1964 
December 

2 

1965 
January 

7 

1965 
February 

1 

A distribution of the observations indicates that the month of October was covered 
best with 19 observations. The average number of days between successive observations is 
six. In general, the continuity was quite good. 

Qualitative Aspects of Jupiter 

North Polar Region - In August it was fairly extensive and was reported by Heath on 
the lOth (167° II) to be bordered by the N.T.B. Photos on dates preceding and following 
August 10 show it to be separated from the N.N.T.B. by a narrow N.N.Te.Z. The color of 
the N.P.R. was brown but cooler and purer than the central region of Jupiter. This ap
pearance was maintained throughout September and early October, when on the 7th (227° II) 
a C. Capen photo indicates that it was connected to the N.N.T.B. On October 12 (343° II) 
Budine noted a N.N.N.N.T.B. situated in the N.P.R. The normal appearance of the N.P.R. re
sumed in late October and carried through to early January. On the 15th (154° II) Heath 
called the N.N.N.N.T.B. in the N.P.R. a "belt-like streak" and noted it again on January 
16 (214° II). Budine noted the N.N.N.N.T.B. again on January 19 (32° II). In general the 
N.P.R. was of the same color and intensity as the S.P.R. 

North North North Temperate Zone -It was suggested on photos on August 3 (278° II); 
September 12, 17, and 26 (R.S. region); October 1, 2, 3, and 4 (R.S. region); October 15 
(282° II); November 4 (8° II); December 23 (R.S. region); and February 2 (R.S. region). 
It was not noted in visual observations. This is not surprising, though, because the N.N. 
N.Te.Z. was a very thin, faint, dusky zone. 

North North North Temperate Belt - This belt was commonly seen as a border on the N. 
P.R. and was well observed by everyone throughout the apparition in every longititude. In 
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general it was as dark as the N.N.T.B. On occasion it was somewhat darker but more often 
was fainter than the N.N.T.B. Its color was similar to the N.N.T.B. and the N.P.R. 

North North Temperate Zone - This zone was obvious throughout the apparition and was 
uniformly white, and sometimes slightly shaded according to Heath, in all longitudes except 
on October 7 (227° II) when it was wholly obscured with dark material. Various festoons, 
columns, and notches were seen to extend into it from the N.N.N.T.B. and the N.N.T.B. Ac
tivity of this sort occurred from October to early November in the R.S. region (20° II) on 
seven evenings. White spots were noted in the N.N.Te.Z. by C. Capen on September 17 and 
by C. Capen and Young on October 1, again in the R.S. region. 

North North Temperate Belt, North Temperate Zone - This belt was a good deal darker 
than the N.N.N.T.B. and the N.T.B. on numerous occasions in most longitudes. Its color 
was similar to the N.P.R., and satuaration was constant throughout the belt. Although its 
intensity was very uniform, its width was variable. Its structure and uneven edges resem
bled the S.S.T.B. By September 26 (20° II) it appeared to be composed of many nodules of 
varying diameters extended on either side of the meridian. Various festoons, faint hooks, 
white spots, and wispy elements predominated on the south side of the N.N.T.B., being most 
noticeable in October near opposition. The north side was less active. The activity was 
rather changeable from night to night, indicating a very unstable N.Te.Z. In early Novem
ber the activity died down a bit, and the edges of the N.N.T.B. became more distinct once 
again. This trend continued through December and January. Three small features lasted 
till March. 

The N.Te.Z. was very obvious throughout the ~pparition except when N.N.T.B.s acti
vity was increasing. In general the activity along the N.T.B.n did not obscure the zone. 
It was clear and bright in all longitudes according to Heath, and generally white. On 
November 22 (20° II) Mcintosh noted a definitely dusky N.Te.Z. 

North Temperate Belt- In August the N.T.B. was noticeable as a fairly thick orange 
line across the disc of Jupiter, particularly in the vicinity of the R.S. longitude. The 
belt must have formed during conjunction with the sun. It retained its darkness through
out the apparition. In other longitudes it darkened so that by early October it was fair
ly consistent in every longitude. C. Capen called it "bright orange" on October 7 (227° 
II) and on October 15 (282° II). By early November two dark marks were noted in the NTBs 
with rotation periods of 9h49ffi17s. Such a rate had been noted several times before 1950, 
with an average rotation period of 9h49m17s in 1929-30 when a larger number of marks were 
involved. A third mark appeared in early February, 1965 with a rate three seconds faster 
than the first two. On November 4 (20° II) C. Capen called the N.T.B. a "remarkable red." 
Significantly, the R.S. color was also noted to change from orange to red, like the N.T.B., 
from September 12 to November 4. This difference is hard to make out on the Capen prints 
but is clearly indicated on a photo taken by R. Schorn on December 23 with the 82 11 McDon
ald reflector. On this, one can note that the NTB is a red-orange color. At this time it 
also appeared to be more heavily saturated than at any other time. N.T.B. activity ex
tended into the N.Tr.Z. at 31° II on the 26th of January and at 25o II on the 31st of the 
same month, according to Budine. Roatation periods were not obtained, unfortunately. A 
February 2 photo shows the N.T.B. dark and red orange at about 20° II. 

North Tropical Zone - It was usually of the same white intensity and clarity as the 
N.Te.Z. A great deal of N.E.B. activity extended into the zone, but no duskiness was seen 
to develop as a consequence of this. The zone was a good deal narrower than it has been 
in recent years when the N.T.B. was absent. 

North Equatorial Belt - This belt was extremely active, continuing to be the most 
conspicuous feature on the planet as was also the case in 1963-64 but different in the 
sense that it was not double throughout the 1964-65 apparition but amorphous, wide, and 
single. Its color was also brown, having lost its redness noted by Dick Wend in the 1963-
64 apparition report. However, the N.E.B. was reddish in places. A total of 66 spots was 
noted in all three N.E.B. currents in 1963-64 by Elmer Reese, and 60 spots were recorded 
in 1964-65 by Phil Budine. A curious slow current was picked up again in 1964-65 in the 
NEBs, extending into the Ezn, and was confirmed by the B.A.A. in their Section Report. 

In early August the N.E.B. was double as seen on a Young photo of the 3rd (296° II). 
Thisdoublingwas confirmed by Heath on August 10 (167o II), the N.E.B.s being considerably 
d.o.rker than the N.E.B.n. The intensity of the N.E.B.n was quite variable. From 170° II 
to 200° II it was very dark. At about 20° II in August for some considerable distance the 
N.E.B.n was nearly gone, and this aspect was captured on a Young photo. By August 21, on 
another Young photo in the same region, the double aspect of the N.E.B. was no longer evi
dent; and there was little sign of the N.E.B. Z. From then on the N.E.B. became more in
tense and reverted to its single component aspect. It formed from the N.E.B.s and various 
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fragments of the N.E.B.n. The border was full of dents. Preceding the R.S. in longitude 
the N.E.B. Z. was reduced by early September into large white ovals separated by columns 
and festoons. On several other photos of C. and V. Capen's in September the N.E.B., as a 
single component, becomes more and more obvious. In early October this aspect progressed 
with the N.E.B. Z. no longer evident in this longitude. By this time it was also clear 
that the southern half of this new N.E.B. was obscured by an overcast of orange extending 
over the entire E.Z. and the northern half of the.S.E.B. Most of the photos taken on Table 
Mountain show this orangeish hue in the central regions of Jupiter, becoming more and more 
noticeable as the apparition advanced. This cover varied in its extent latitudinally 
throughout early October over various longitudes. By December 23 R. Schorn's photo shows 
it reaching a minimum northern and southern extension. At the same time its intensity was 
decidedly weaker. The intense region was concentrated over the E.Z.s. Such veils or cov
ers which do not wholly obscure structure underneath had been noted by this Recorder over 
the northern hemisphere of Jupiter in the early l960 1s. Such observations have been noted 
more rarely by the B.A.A. in the past. 

Activity in the N.E.B. was characterized by N.Tr.Z. hooks, festoons, wisps, and 
bright spots plus E.Z.n festoons, wisps, and bright spots. In general activity along the 
E.Z.n was on a grander scale than activity along the N.Tr.Z. 

Equatorial Zone -In early August the E.Z. was rather clear and white in its central 
portion but fairly orange ish and dusky on the northern and southern borders. It became 
wholly orangeish coincidentally with the N.E.B. and the S.E.B. and grew more saturated as 
opposition was approached. Before opposition it reached its peak duskiness. Already by 
November 22, Mcintosh shows the E.Z.n somewhat lighter than the E.Z.s, and this divergence 
became more and more accentuated throughout December and January until on February 2 (20° 
II) the E.Z.n is shown to be white and the E.Z.s orange on a C. Capen photo. On January 
16 Heath called the E.Z. "mottled" containing "bridges" between the N.E.B. and the orange 
E.Z.s (229o II). 

South Equatorial Belt - This belt revived from late August to late December of 1964, 
having been very inconspicuous in 1963-64, the S.E.B.n being inactive with well defined 
edges, and the S.E.B.s barely visible at all. Wispy detail extended into the S.E.B. Z. 
(278° II) on August 3 on a Young photo. By August 21 the S.E.B.s following the R.S. dar
kened on another Young photo. Conceivably this activity was associated with the majorS. 
E.B. Disturbance which broke out at 250° II on June 10, 1964, according to Elmer J. Reese. 
Throughout September the S.E.B. Z. appeared more complicated in C. Capen's photos, again 
following the R.S. Added to all this was the outbreak of a minor S.E.B. Disturbance on 
October 28, 1964, at 40° II, according to Elmer J. Reese. Rotation periods of S.E.B. Z. 
features were obtained as early as June and July and through August and September. Other 
features appeared sporadically across the globe in this region throughout the apparition. 
By early October the S.E.B.s had revived completely, and the SEE Z was extremely dusky fol
lowing the R.S. for at least 60° on an October 2 Young photo, and also preceding the R.S. 
for some 6oo on a C. and V. Capen photo of October 3. It was considerably whiter preced
ing the R.S. On the 4th of October the S.E.B. Z. was still dusky following the R.S. By 
October 7 on a C. Capen photo the S.E.B.s is clear and well defined on the following half 
of the disc; but on the preceding half there is much activity, and the S.E.B.s was so dif
fuse that it even influenced the S.Tr.Z. On October 12 Budine noted a dusky S.E.B. Z. 
preceding the R.S. at 343° II. Complex activity had died down in this region and was tak
ing place in the region following the R.S. at the same time that the minor Disturbance was 
about to erupt. Through October 18 this state of affairs remained. The S.E.B. Z. became 
a solid dark brown for some 60° or so following the R.S. as recorded on photos. Both the 
S.E.B.s and the S.E.B.n could barely be distinguished. At 282° II the zone was quiet al
though dusky. Well before and beyond the 40o II point in late October the S.E.B. Z. was 
well covered over with dark material. In this the photos concur with Budine 1 s strip sket
ches. This dark region was noted as far as lllo II on one of Budine's strip sketches made 
on November 22. The December 23 82" photo indicated a two component S.E.B.n preceding the 
R.S. for some distance and gradually merging together on the preceding limb. By December 
31 the minor Disturbance region had lightened up a bit, and more detail could be seen in 
small reflectors. 

What we must endeavor to determine in the future is whether or not S.E.B. revival is 
wholly due to multiple eruptions over time from a single geographical point or whether 
some other sources contribute to its darkening--perhaps single eruptions from many geogra
phical points over time. Indeed, such additional complex activity was suspected in this 
apparition in this region and has been noted subsequently in the S.Tr.Z. Thus negative 
observations in portions of the zone are just as valuable as positive ones in that any sub
sequent dark spot is liable to be a singularity or eruption point and not merely subsumable 
as a spot having drifted from some one eruption point located quite a distance away from 
the initial observation of it long after it has been formed. If such complex eruptions 
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Figur~ I - Phot0grarh by J. 
You119 using a It)" reflector 
ll:?f-1)" e.f.l.) taken on Aug
uc:t 1, 1964. fro·" 1(1:15 to 
I 0 : 19 U. T. (C. M. I - I OJ0 , 

C . ~ . I I - 12!0 ) • T h ~ f i I m 
was Ekta-X with 2 W:?A fi Iter. 
~PPing, 4 t0 6, transparency, 
6 L 

Figure 3 - Photograph by C. 
and V. Capen using a 16" re
flector (1260" e.f.l.) taken 
on September 26. 1964, from 
II :29 to II :38 U.T. (C.M. I -
390, C.M. II- 10?). The 
film was Koda-X with a CC05Y 
fi Iter. Seeing, 4 to 5, trans
parency, 5 ~. 

Fi:Jure 2 - Photograph by J. 
Young using a 16" reflector 
(1260" e.f.l.) taken on Aug
ust 7. 1964, frorn 10:35 to 
10:38 U.T. (C.M. I - :>8°. 
C.M. II- 20?). The film 
was Ekta-X with a W/.A fi I
ter. Seeing, 4 to 6, trans
parency, 5 L 

Figure 4 - Photograph br, C. 
and V. Capen using a 16' re
flector (1260" e.f.l.) taken 
on October 2, 1964, from 
7:43 to 7:46 U.T. bC.M. I -
1:>8°, C.M. II - 55 ) • The 
film was Ekta-X with a W2A 
fi Iter. Seeing, 7, transpar
ency, 6.8. 

Selected photographs of Jupiter during its 1964-65 apparition. The Repro and Photo 
Section of the Physical Science Laboratory at New Mexico State University assisted in pre
paring these photographs for publication. 

****** 

could be shown to take place in the S.E.B. z., then it is likely that, taken altogether, 
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Figure 5 - Photograph by C. 
Caoen and J. Young using a 
16" reflector (1260" e.f.l.) 
taken on October 2, 1964, 
from 7:53 to 7:54 U. T. (C.M. 
I- 134°, C.M. II- 609). The 
film was Koda-X with a CC05Y 
fi Iter. Printed in yellow 
light, WCCIOY. Seeing, 6 to 7 , 
transparency, 6.8. 

Figure 7 - Photograph by C. 
and V. Capen using a 16" re
flector (1260" e.f.l.) taken 
on October 4, 1964, from 12: 
35 to 12:36 U.T. (C.M. I -
2610, C.M. II - 171°). Ekta-X 
film with a CC20Y fi Iter. See
ing, 4 to 5, transparency, 6. 

Figure 6- Photograph by C. 
and V. Capen using a 16" re
f lector ( 1260" e.f. I.) taken 
on October 3, 1964, from 10: 
55 to 10:56 U.T. (C.M. I -

4-2..0 , C.M. II- 320'?). The 
film was Agfa with a CCIOY 
filter. Seeing, 7, trans
parency, 6.5. 

Figure 8 - Photograph by C. 
Capen using a 16" reflector 
(1260" e.f.l.) taken on Oc
tober 7, 1964, from I I :30 to 
11:45 U.T. (C.M. I -340<?, 
C.M. II - V8°). Ekta-X film 
with a CC20Y fi Iter. Seeing, 
6 to 7, transparency, 6 ~. 

Selected photographs of Jupiter during its 1964-65 apparition. The Repro and Photo 
Section of the Physical Science laboratory at New Mexico State University assisted in pre
paring these photographs for publication. 

****** 
minor and major Disturbances plus complexes contribute to reviving the S.E.B. as a major 
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Figure 9 ~ Photograph by C. 
Capen usIng a 16" ref I ector 
(1760" e.f.l.) tnken on Oc
tober 15, 1964, from 9:42 to 
9:45 ll.T. (C.M. I - 96°, C.M. 
?82°). The fIlm was Agfa 
'>ilth a CCIOY filter, Seeing, 
6 to 7, transoarency, 4 +. 

Figure II -Photograph by R. 
Schorn using the 82" McDonald 
ref I ector. C,.e£. '2...3 .1 1q f.4-. Red 
Spot Re.ff i oil • 

Figure 10 - Photograph by C. 
Capen using a 16" reflector 
( I 260" e. f. I • ) taken on No
vember 4, 1964, from 8:25 to 
8:45 U.T. (C.M. I - 334°, 
C.M. II - 8°). The film was 
Koda-X with a CCIOY fi Iter. 
Seeing, 5 to 6, transparency, 
6. 

Figure 12 - Photograph by C. 
Capen using a 16" reflector 
(1260" e.f.l.) taken on Feb
ruary 2, 1965, frnrn 3:00 to 
3:23 U.T. (C.M. I - 3SIP. 
C.M. II - 11°). Koda-X film 
wIth a CCI OY f I Iter. SeeIng, 
6 to 7, transparency, 6. 

Selected photographs of Jupiter during its 1964-65 apparition. The Repro and Photo 
Section of the Physical Science Laboratory at New Mexico State University assisted in pre
paring these photographs for publication. -
belt on the planet Jupiter. This idea seems clear enough to me in 1964-65 in light of the 
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fact that the S.E.B. did not revive permanently after the 1962 major S.E.B. Disturbance. 

South Tropical Zone - This zone was the brightest zone throughout the apparition; 
and several wisps and markings were noted here, twice as frequently as in 1963-64. Most 
of these features were irregular white patches or small ovals. One dusky column was noted 
by Budine on February 16 at 227° II. The color of the zone was white. Heath called it 
"clear and bright" throughout the apparition. 

The Red Spot Hollow came into prominence this year concurrently with the S.E.B.s. 
It appeared to be very stable in spite of the S.E.B. Disturbance activity. 

The Red Spot had been decreasing in length since 1962, according to H. Gordon Sol
berg, Jr., and his results for 1964 concur extraordinarily well with ours. On May 31, 
1964,?' A.L.P.O. observers put it at 26° in length, and by the end of the apparition, 23°. 
In 1963-64 the intensity of the R.S. had appeared to increase in spite of the decrease in 
length. In 1964-65 the intensity faded too as the southern half of the R.S. became very 
light and lost considerable saturation. This aspect is well shown on the December 23 pho
to by Schorn. Over this same period the Spot lost its orange color and became reddish. 
This correspondence is very intriguing indeed. The amount of accumulated change was dif
ficult to make out in September when only a small notch in the preceding part of the R.S. 
showed signs ofwea.kness or saturation loss, particularly on a photo taken by C. and V. 
Capen on September 20. The Red Spot was still conspicuous then. Finally, towards the end 
of the apparition several points were losing saturation in the R.S. Consequently, overall 
intensity was reduced. The R.S. center was near 20° II throughout the most part of the 
apparition (R.S.p near so II and R.S.f near 32° II, with a mean drift of +0.68° II per 
thirty days . ) 

South Temperate Belt - There was a notable gap in this belt in August, but other
wise it was quite dark and prominent. It was not in its double aspect but single, and mot
led as usual. There was no sign of a lighter S.T.B.c. or S.T.B. Z. in between a darker S. 
T.B.s and S.T.B.n. Its color was not quite so warm as the S.E.B. or the N.E.B. but gener
ally was of the same hue except where the equatorial belts were overcast by the E.Z. The 
gap in the S.T.B. was covered completely by photos taken on Table Mountain. Its beginning 
was captured by Young on August 3 (128° II) for some 30° in the following direction. It 
extended all the way to oval DE and all the way from oval BC. Oval DE was at about 267o 
II on August 3. In 1963-64 the S.T.B. had been wider and darker with some discontinuities 
in longitude but no gaps. On October 4 (171° II) the gap was again evident on a photo 
taken by C. Capen. This is quite a photo because the entire southern hemisphere looks sub
dued, as if overcast by a milky white haze. Finally the following end of the gap near DE 
was captured on a photo taken on October 7 (227° II) by C. Capen. Preceding this gap the 
S.T.B. was very dark throughout the apparition. On January 16 (259o II) Heath asserted 
that the S.T.B. was the darkest feature on the disc. Curiously, the long enduring STeZ 
ovals--BC, DE, and FA--were rather dull this year. 

South Temperate Zone - This zone was similar in intensity to the N.N.Te.Z. and on 
occasion was shaded, as on January 15 (154o II), according to Heath. It was white like 
the other temperate zones. It was never very bright. The general region between FA and 
the R.S. was rather excited from late August through early October, and several wisps is
sued from the S.T.B. into the S.Te.Z. There appeared to be small nodules in the S.T.B. 
from which these wisps originated. C. Capen recorded this appearance on September 12 (20° 
II). 

South South Temperate Belt, South South Temperate Zone - The belt was not distinct 
from the S.P.R. but flush with it so that it could be distinguished only by its intensity 
which exceeded the surrounding regions in darkness in most longitudes throughout the 1964-
65 period. A hard-to-detect S.S.Te.Z. can be glimpsed on the 82 11 photo taken on December 
23. This zone is shown to be very slightly lighter than the S.P.R. in hue on a strip 
sketch made on November 22 by Mcintosh. The S.S.T.B. was like the N.N.T.B. in intensity, 
color, and saturation but not in its structure or activity, which was decidedly less not
iceable. Some white spots were picked up. 

South Polar Region- It was very much like the N.P.R. but without any definite hint 
of the S.S.S.T.B. or the S.S.S.S.T.B. 

Postscript £x Editor. The A.L.P.O. owes a singular debt of gratitude to Mr. Paul 
Mackal for composing this report under most unusual difficulties, as described at the be
ginning of his article. The Editor made many attempts to obtain the original A.L.P.O. 

"Phillip W. Budine, "Jupiter in 1964-65: Rotation Periods," Journal A.L.P.O., Vol. 
21, Nos. 9-10, pg. 155. 
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data for the 1964-65 apparition of Jupiter. 
ing unable to use material submitted in good 
able, however, that Mr. Mackal's qualitative 
salient features of the apparition. 

All were unsuccessful. We greatly regret be
faith by volunteer observers. It is prob
description adequately covers most of the 

The reader will note that Mr. Mackal 1s report on Jupiter in 1964-65 is illustrated 
by Figures 1-12 on pages 4, 5, and 6. All illustrations are photographs of Jupiter taken 
at professional observatories. The original photographs were in natural colors, and we 
are sorry to be obliged to publish them in black and white. The close student of Jupiter 
will want to study the text above in detail in connection with these 12 photographs. It 
is inevitable that the very finest detail on the original photographs will be faint or in
visible on these published reproductions. 

By: Paul K. Mackal, A.L.P.O. Jupiter Recorder 

Jupiter should be a stirring sight again in 1970 provided that the Red Spot is as 
conspicuous as it was in 1969. The Spot's exceptional longevity over the last decade with
out any sign of fading is quite astounding. It should be watched carefully. Jupiter has 
been observable in the early dawn morning since late October of 1969 and is becoming bet
ter placed in the morning sky. Opposition is on April 21, 1970. 

In 1969 the E.B. was so wide and active that Dr. Bartlett referred to it as a "dis
turbance." Indeed, it appeared to be considerably disturbed, more so than in 1967-68, 
which had been considered to have been a record year for it by Elmer Reese. Also, in 1969 
rods, spots, and smudges were noticed near the famous long enduring white ovals in the S. 
Te.Z. These were first visually spotted in 1966-67 by Patick Moore. (See "General Re
port- 1966-67 Apparition of Jupiter" by Dick Wend for a general discussion--J.A.L.P.O., 
Vol. 21, Nos. 5-6, p. 92.) They were not visible in 1964-65 but were noticed by the pres
ent Recorder on photographic prints of Jupiter taken in 1965-66 at the New Mexico State 
University Observatory. Therefore, of special interest in 1970 will be the continuation 
or disappearance of the E.B. and S.Te.Z. activity. It may be of further interest to try 
to connect up features noted in 1969 with those of 1966-68. 

I would be very happy if Jupiter observers would use more verbal description to sup
plement their disc drawings and individual transit observations. This request is made be
cause I wish to make the general report more detailed by providing sub-indices of activity 
for every belt, zone, and component. This verbal description can then be reduced to the 

appropriate nomenclature introduced some time ago by Dr. Bartlett, E. E. Both, Phil Budine, 
and Elmer Reese. (Dr. Bartlett, "Jovian Spot Phenomena and Some Significant Statistical 
Aspects of Festoon Activity in 1958," J.A.L.P.O., Vol. 13, Nos. 5-8, pp. 85-90; E. E. Both, 
"First Report of the Modern Language co•ordinator--German Nomenclature of Jovian Surface 
Detail," J.A.L.P.O., Vol. 13, Nos. 9-10, pp. 98-101; P. W. Budine and E. J. Reese, "Jovian 
Nomenclature and Transit Observations," J.A.L.P.O., Vol. 14, Nos. 1-2, pp. 18-21.) The 
type of features observed and the number of each type noted over the entire apparition in 
a narrow band of latitude about the entire planet added altogether yields a sub-index. An 
index of activity will simply be the average of all the sub-indices. 

Information of this kind collected over several apparitions will begin to give us 
some indication of the kind of periodicity involved in the formation and disappearance of 
belts and components. It will also lead to an improved understanding of the formation, 
maintenance, and fading of belts and components, and the formation of exceptionally bright 
zones. We may also begin to classify and discuss higher level shroud activity on Jupiter. 

In conclusion, let me thank Ronnie Fite, Alan Heath, Tony Preslar, James C. Bartlett, 
and W. A. Smith for their many fine intensity and rank observations which make a 1969 rank 
report justified,and for the first time. And "thank you" to the many other observers in 
1969 who made contributions to Dick Wend and Phil Budine. The present Jupiter staff hopes 
to hear from you again in 1970. Disc blanks are available to all interested parties. I 
also hope that new observers will be coming into the ranks of the Jupiter Section, and I 
heartily encourage young people to try their skill. The 1961 Jupiter Handbook by Elmer 
Reese is still available for those who wish to become acquainted with our- program. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LUNAR DOMES 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey Recorder 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey's most recent catalog of domes appeared in the Febr
uary, 1969 issue of The Strolling Astronomer.l Fifteen more domes have been added since 
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then, bringing the total of commonly recognized domes to 149. The 15 additional domes 
are the following: 

Dome (xi-eta) Long. & Lat. Diameter & Comments 

+781-243 +53°20' -13° 50' 5 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
+777-238 +53 15 -13 40 10 kms.; has two summits. 
+768-237 +52 10 -13 25 14 kms.; round; moderate slope. 
+737-217 +49 20 -12 18 4 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
+729-172 +48 23 -09 40 20 kms.; round; moderate slope. 

+703-113 +45 10 -06 30 24 kms.; a half-dome at base of a peak. 
+556+042 +33 50 +02 22 4 kms.; round; moderate slope. 
+110+777 +10 00 +51 00 6 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
+085+764 +07 50 +49 51 8 kms.; round; gradual slope. 
-077+784 -07 00 +51 35 8 kms.; a bright spot on Plato's floor. 

-114+780 -10 40 +51 09 30 kms. by 40 kms.; very gentle slope. 
-145-307 -08 40 -17 48 10 kms. by 20 kms.; moderate slope. 
-155-347 -09 31 -20 19 10 kms.; very gentle slope. 
-185+854 -20 15 +58 10 10 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 

- -514-206 -31 32 -11 50 17 kms.; round, with a peak on it. 

All 149 lunar domes have been plotted on one of the 55-inch Lunar Wall Mosaics pub
lished by the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center.2 This relatively large-scale 
photographic mosaic of the Moon can clearly depict the global distribution of plotted 
lunar domes in relationship to the dark lunar plains and the uplands and also in relation
ship to each other. In examining the mosaicked image of the Moon with the domes plotted 
on it, three facts concerning the global distribution of the lunar domes are immediately 
evident: 

1) The vast majority of domes lie in the maria, particularly along the edges of the 
maria. 
-- 2) Almost half (45%) of the 149 domes are members of clusters consisting of 3 or 
more domes, but a single cluster of 28 domes in the T. Mayer - Hortensius region is out
standing. 

3) There is a conspicuous alignment of 22 domes stretching from southern M. Fecun
ditatis to northern M. Tranquillitatis. 

The Favored Locations of Domes 

The Moon's western (IAU) hemisphere has nearly twice as many domes as its eastern 
hemisphere. The exceptionally large cluster of 28 domes in the T. Mayer - Hortensius re
gion accounts for a substantial number of the western hemisphere's total Of 97 domes. 
The significantly greater expanse of maria in the Moon's western hemisphere also accounts 
for the fact that 65% of all domes are found in the western hemisphere. 

Lunar domes are much more easily found in the dark, relatively flat maria and on 
~-like surfaces than in the rugged highland regions of the Moon, where domes can go un
noticed due to the glare of the surroundings and to their being hidden by the shadows of 
neighboring peaks and crater walls. The fact that 126 (i.e., 85%) of the known domes are 
located in the maria should not necessarily be interpreted as having any great selena
logical significance since observational selectivity is an important factor to be consid
ered. 

The accompanying sketch of the Moon (Fig. 13) is meant to give the reader a visual 
impression of the global distribution of the lunar domes, and in particular their rela
tionship to the maria and highlands. The small-scale image of the Moon, with its oversize 
dots representing the lunar domes, tends to overemphasize the degree of congregation among 
the domes and also somewhat to exaggerate their spread in those regions containing several 
domes. Nevertheless, Fig. 13 does demonstrate the tendency of domes to occur in the maria, 
and noticeably along the edges of the maria. A majority of those domes which appear to 
be in the lunar highlands are actually situated on the dark mare-like floors of large cra
ters. The following summary of the 149 recognized domes is given in the order of their 
prevalence in the various maria, craters, and in the lunar highlands. Domes appearing in 
the maria are further distinguished according to whether they lie along the "shores" of 
the maria or lie closer to the middle of the maria than to the shores. 
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Oceanus Procellarum 
M. Tranquillitatis 
M. Imbrium 
M. Fecunditatis 
M. Nubium 
Unnamed mare between 

and M"osting 
M. Frigoris 
M. Serenitatis 
M. Nectaris 
M. Cognitum 
M. Crisium 
M. Vaporum 
Lacus Mortis 
Sinus Medii 

Capuanus 
Flanunarion 
Murchison 
Plato 
Pitatus 
Darwin 
Triesnecker 
Grimaldi 
Hipparchus 

The Dome 

+618-167 
+424-402 
-450+257 
-804-365 

Domes in Maria (126 domes) 

along border in middle total 

41 3 44 
14 7 21 
12 6 18 

8 0 8 
8 0 8 

Copernicus 
5 3 8 
5 0 5 
5 0 5 
3 0 3 
2 0 2 
l 0 l 
l 0 l 
l 0 l 
l 0 l 

Domes within Craters (19 domes) 

on floor on inner wall total 

6 0 6 
3 0 3 
2 0 2 
2 0 2 
2 0 2 
l 0 l 
0 l l 
l 0 l 
l 0 l 

Domes in the Lunar Highlands (4 domes) 

Its Location 

West of Gutenberg 
Northwest of Piccolomini 
Adjacent to Tobias Mayer D 
North of Prosper Henry 

The above swn~ry shows that only 19 of the 126 (i.e., 15%) domes which are found 
in the maria lie at any great distance from the edges of maria. Mare Tranquillitatis, 
with its cluster of 7 domes just north of Sinas, and Mare Imbrium are the two most notable 
exceptions to the general rule that domes of the maria are usually situated along the ed
ges of the dark lunar plains. However, M. Imbri~ not be considered as a truly valid 
exception to the general rule because its 6 middle-lying domes appear along the borders 
of what might be called an inner Mare Imbrium. Within M. Imbrium proper there is an arc 
of ridges stretching from Sinus Iridium, past C. Herschel to Lambert, and on the opposite 
side there is a distinct arc of peaks, which include Spitzbergen, Pica, and the Teneriffe 
Mountains. Together, the two arcs form a huge ghost-ring structure within M. Imbrium 
proper; and it is along the edges of this inner M. Imbrium that the 6 middle-lying domes 
of M. Imbrium proper are located. The three domes near Mt. Pica, Spitzbergen, and the 
crater Beer are on the very edge of the eastern border of inner M. Imbrium, but the three 
domes near Carlini lie almost as close to the middle of inner M. Imbrium as they do to the 
ridges marking its western limits. Mare Tranquillitatis-rs-Ieft as the only truly out
standing exception among the larger maria in having numerous domes in the central regions. 
An unnamed ~ which adjoins Sinus Medii and Sinus Aestuum and lies between Copernicus 
and ~osting has a relatively large proportion (3 of 8) of its domes lying far from its ed-
ges. 

Only 3 of Oceanus Procellarum's 44 domes lie at any great distance from its shores. 
However, it should be pointed out that the A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Catalog contains only one 
dome in the vicinity of centrally located Crater Marius. The Crater Marius region is an 
area deep within the boundaries of Oceanus Procellarum that abounds with low, rounded 
hills, dome-like ridges, and undoubtedly many more domes than the single dome which ap
pears in the present catalog. Indeed, Lunar Orbiter cameras have recorded several dis
tinct domes in the Marius region. A lack of agreement among the participants in the A.L. 
P.O. Lunar Home Survey on whether any particular formation is a true dome or instead is 
either a steep hill or only part of a ridge accounts for the fact that only one Marius 
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Rough sketch of the Moon by Kenneth J. Delano showing the 149 domes catalogued 
Lunar Dome Survey, See also text of Mr. Delano's article. The sketch is in
to give a visual impression of the distribution of domes in the maria and up
to the small scale of the sketch the spread of domes in congested areas is ex
Lunar south at top, lunar west in IAU sense at right. 

dome is included in the catalog. However, the uncharted domes of the Marius region must 
be taken as a definite exception to the general tendency of lunar domes to be absent from 
the middle of the Moon's dark plains. 

The fact remains that domes do tend to lie along the borders of the Moon's maria, 
and this strongly suggests that the lunar domes are products of ancient volcanic activity 
which has displayed itself along lines of crustal weakness. The preponderance of domes 
along the mountainous borders of the maria appears to fit the distributional pattern es
tablished by the Earth's volcanoes. Concerning the latter, the Larousse Encyclopedia of 
the Earth states: "Active volcanoes of the present day, about 600 in number, are not dis
tributed haphazardly over the surface of the globe. Most of them are grouped within belts 
coinciding with fractures or fracture zones. The belts occur in roughly parallel areas 
of the most recently formed mountain ranges. One, often called the 'circle of fire', gird-
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les the Pacific Ocean."3 Surely, Earth's circumpacific "circle of fire" finds a number 
of parallels in the great rings of domes bordering the Moon's seas. 

It should be noted that lunar domes are no more restricted to the edges of the maria 
than is vulcanism to the shores of Earth's oceans. Yet the definite preference of lunar 
domes for the edges of the maria argues against the theory that they are the results of 
frost upheavals forming pingoes and against J. W. Salisbury's theorY4 of olivine and water 
creating a serpentine dome through chemical reaction. In neither of those two theories is 
there any apparent reason why domes should favor the maria edges, unless we can assume 
that water is (or once was) more abundant at the surface in those regions not so deeply 
covered by the dark soil of the maria. 

Most of the domes not located in the maria are to be found on the dark, ~-like 
floors of large craters. Triesnecker is the only relatively small crater containing a 
dome, and that dome is unique in that it appears, not on the crater's floor, but on the 
inner south slope of the crater's wall. 

It is interesting to note that every one of the large craters containing 2 or more 
domes (table on pg. 10) is situated on the very edge of one of the Moon's maria. Further
more, Capuanus, Flammarion, and Murchison have incomplete walls, through which lavas from 
maria appear to have poured. If the 9 domes contained within the broken-wall craters Cap
uanus, Flammarion, and Murchison are considered as more properly belonging to the maria, 
then the total number of domes along the edges of the maria amounts to 116, as compared 
to only 19 domes in the middle of the maria. Thus 86% of the 135 mare domes lie along the 
edges of the Moon's dark plains. ----

Only 4 domes are known to lie outside of the lunar maria and craters. All 4 are lo
cated in the lunar highlands. If the bright uplands were not so much broken up that they 
effectively mask low, gently sloping surface features, an indeterminate number of other 
highland domes would undoubtedly be identified amidst the lunarite. 

Clusters of Domes 

In addition to their tendency to occur along the edges of the maria, lunar domes 
very often occur in clusters. By far the most outstanding cluster is the group of 28 dom
es in the T. Mayer, Milichius, and Hortensius area. The Crater Marius region also seems 
to abound with domes, although only one is contained in the A.L.P.O. catalog, for reasons 
already cited. 

Defining a cluster as composed of 3 or more domes each no further than 40 kms. from 
its nearest neighboring dome, we find the following clusters: 

l) 28 domes in the T. Mayer-Hortensius region. 
2) 7 domes north of Sinas. 
3) 6 domes west of Diophantus. 
4) 6 domes in the crater Capuanus. 
5) 4 domes north of Arago. 
6) 3 domes north of Birt. 
7) 3 domes east of Gambart. 
8) 3 domes north of Prinz. 
9) 3 domes north of Carlini. 

10) 3 domes northeast of Crozier D. 
11) 3 domes west of Secchi. 

The total number of cluster-member domes is 69, which amounts to 46% of the 149 cat
aloged domes. The frequent assertion that domes usually occur in clusters is thus not 
correct -- less than half of them do. 

The Moon also has 12 pairs of domes -- the two domes being separated by distances of 
less than 40 kms. And finally, many domes are strikingly isolated from all others. There 
are no less than 20 domes situated 200 or more kilometers from the nearest known neighbor
ing dome. Thus domes are just as likely to be found either in pairs or singly as in clus
ters. 

Alignments of Domes 

Besides the preponderance of domes along the edges of the maria and the great clus
ter of domes in the T. Mayer-Hortensius region, the third most notable feature about the 
global distribution of domes is the 1500-kilometer-long alignment of domes in M. Fecundi
tatis and eastern M. Tranquillitatis. Within a band 200 kms. wide at its widest, which 
stretches from Petavius B (57°E, 20°S) to Vitruvius (3l0 E, l8°N) are found 22 of the 29 
domes located in M. Fecunditatis and M. Tranquillitatis. We know of a particularly long 
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fracture zone on Earth which contains numerous volcanoes stretching for 9,000 kms. from 
Baluchistan, across Persia, Asia Minor, and the Mediterranean Sea to the Azores and Canary 
Islands.3 The presence on the Moon of a comparable band of domes is highly indicative 
that there is a band of crustal weakness along which the great majority of M. Fecundita
tis' and M. Tranquillitatis' domes are located. 

No other large scale alignment of domes is clearly discernible on the Moon; but 
there are a number of much smaller chains of domes, all less than 200 kms. long. They are 
listed as follows: 

1) 

2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
e) 

several possible alignments consisting 
7 domes each in the 2e-member T. Mayer 
a row of 4 domes within Capuanus. 
a row of 4 north of Sinas. 
a row of 3 north of Carlini. 
a row of 3 east of Gambart. 
a row of 3 north of Arago. 
a row of 3 west of Diophantus. 
a row of 3 through Pitatus. 

of from 3 to as many as 
Hortensius cluster. 

In their orientation, the last five listed rows of domes (i.e., those of Carlini, 
Gambart, Arago, Diophantus, and Pitatus) closely match the NNW-SSE alignment of the 1500 
km.-long M. Fecunditatis -- M. Tranquillitatis band of domes. A similar orientation on 
the part of some of the members of the T. Mayer - Hortensius cluster can be traced out, 
as well as some East-to-West alignments therein. The two rows of 4 domes each near Sinas 
and in Capuanus have a definite East-to-West alignment. 

Like their probable counterparts, the various types of Earth's volcanic structures, 
lunar domes occur along what appears to be lines of crustal weakness -- lines which are 
both long and short and either straight or curved along the edges of the lunar seas in a 
manner remindful of the Pacific's "circle of fire". Also, in keeping with the Earth's 
vulcanism, the lunar domes are quite often, but by no means invariably, found clustered 
together in places. The statistical data on the distribution of lunar domes presented in 
this report enables the reader to evaluate for himself the assertion that lunar domes have 
a volcanic origin. 
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THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR SECTION ARISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS MAPPING PROJECT: FINAL REPORT 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

(continued from~~' Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. lel-201) 

VI. The Aristarchus-Herodotus Region 

fi:_ Topography. 

Readers are invited to refer to the master chart published with the first install
ment of this paper in following the discussion below of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region. 
This map appeared in Str. !i:._, Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. 19e-199. Lunar directions in this 
paper are by the IAU system, in which Mare Crisium lies near the moon's east limb. 

The Aristarchus-Herodotus Region (AHR) is located in the northern Oceanus Procellar
um, on the SE margin of a quadrangular elevated region of pre-maria rock called the Aris
tarchus Uplands (or Aristarchus Uplift or Hills). The U. S. Geological Survey designation 
of this area places the AHR in the Eastern (Old System) Section of the Mid Lunar Lowlands.l9 
The AHR can roughly be divided into three physiographic provinces (the boundaries of which 
are shown in Figure 16): 

1. Oceanus Procellarum, forming the southern and eastern por
tion of the region. 

2. The Aristarchus Uplands, (pre-maria) forming the northern 
and western portion of the region. 
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3. Aristarchus and its surroundings, more recent than either 
Province 1. or 2., and superimposed upon them. 

These regions contain such a wealth of detail that only their more prominent featur
es can be described here. 

1. Within the AHR, Oceanus Procellarum has a relatively level 
surface, sloping gently away from the Aristarchus Uplands. Superimposed on the mare is a 
complex pattern of ejecta from Aristarchus, extending to the vicinity of Aristarchus F and 
H. For the most part, these ejecta consist of a large number of secondary craters, often 
forming crater-chains which tend to be elongated radially to Aristarchus. A particularly 
clear example of such a crater-chain lies immediately NE of Aristarchus F (46~1 W/21~9 N). 
Other components of the Aristarchus ejecta are scattered rock blocks (e.g., 46~7 W/22~7 N). 
and some ridges of finer material radiating from Aristarchus. Only the grosser patterns 
of these ejecta are visible or photographable from Earth (e.g., see Figure 1 in previous 
installment of this paper). Under low lighting, the ejecta pattern appears as a group of 
low ridges running from Aristarchus to Aristarchus F. 

The most prominent features in the Oceanus Procellarum portion of the AHR are the 
craters Aristarchus F and H (46~5 W/21~6 N; 45~6 W/22~6 N). Aristarchus F (also called 
MacDonald) is a low-walled hexagonal crater-plain, 17.9 kms.20 in diameter and averaging 
about 400-500 meters in depth, with a rim height of about 200 meters. Its floor is de
pressed only slightly below the outside surface, and is relatively flat except for scat
tered craterlets and crater-chains and a triangular depression in the NE, which is about 
300 meters deep and 6.1 kms. long on its major axis. 

Aristarchus H is a deep crater-pit whose walls rise only 19 meters above the outside 
plain. This feature is an irregular depression, possibly resulting from the merging of 
three craterlets. In plan, it measures about 3 by 5 kms. (3.6 kms. on the average) and is 
290 meters deep. Immediately SW is a similar, triangular depression, slightly smaller and 
about 260 meters deep. 

Also within the AHR portion of Oceanus Procellarum is a fault (48~6 W/22~0 N) run
ning roughly WSW-ENE, except for the portion south of the map margin, where the strike is 
SSW-NNE. The ~ south of the fault appears uplifted, although the fault has several 
breaks, to an average height of perhaps 100-150 meters. This fault may be associated with 
the margin of the Aristarchus Uplands, which it roughly parallels. 

2. The portion of the Aristarchus Uplands within the AHR is a region of complex to
pography and, to clarify the situation as much as possible, can be divided into six subpro-
vinces: 

2.a. A plateau between Aristarchus and Herodotus. 
2.b. Herodotus and its vicinity. 
2.c. Schroter's Valley. 
2.d. A rolling plain west of 2.a., 2.b., and 2.c., containing 

Herodotus G. 
2.e. The mountain block on the north edge of the AHR, contain

ing Aristarchus Z. 
2.f. A relatively low-lying area bounded by 2.e., 2.c., 2.a., 

Aristarchus, and Oceanus Procellarum, containing Rima 
Aristarchus I. 

The boundaries of these subprovinces are shown on~ 16. 

2.a. The average elevation of the plateau between Aristarchus and Herodotus is about 
3800 meters (i.e., about 1600 meters above Oceanus Procellarum); but its surface is highly 
irregular, rising to 4800 meters SE of the "Cobra Head" (i.e., the southern end of Schro·
ter's Valley)--the highest elevation in the AHR (49~0 W/24~3 N). Although containing sev
eral oval basins which are probably the remnants of ancient craters, the topography of 
this area appears to be dominated by a system of cross faults, with strikes SW-NE and NW
SE. The SE margin of this region is such a fault, forming a steep cliff about 500 meters 
high, running from SE of Herodotus to Aristarchus in a gentle concave arc, with a parallel, 
much lower cliff to its north. There are few well-formed craterlets on this plateau (and 
none visible from Earth); but there are a large number of scattered rock blocks, particu
larly in the vicinity of the west rim of Aristarchus, which rises only slightly above the 
plateau surface. In view of the lack of secondary craterlets from ~ristarchus on this 
plateau, its large-scale faulting may have taken place following the formation of Aristar
chus. 

2.b. The crater-ring Herodotus appears to be intermediate in age between the Aris
tarchus Uplands and the Oceanus Procellarum. Although Herodotus is superimposed on the 
former, there appear to be no secondary craters or ejecta from Herodotus on the mare to 
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Figure 14. A reduced (original, unpublished scale here = l/1,000,000) 
version of the final AHR map. The shaded areas, numbered l, 2, and 3 , are 
the locations of the "red glows" observed by Greenacre and Barr on October 
30, 1963 (see Section VI .E. ) . Numbers 4- 14 indicate the topographic fea
tures discussed in Section VI.B . 

the south and east. Herodotus' inner walls are disturbed by faulting and landslips, par
ticularly on the north and the east, where a wide shelf lies under the crater rim . The 
diameter of Herodotus is 34.8 kms., with a depth ranging from about 1000 to 1400 meters. 
The relative rim height of Herodotus varies due to the varying elevation of the surround
ing terrain . On the NE, the rim merges with the plateau between Herodotus and Aristarchus 
(subprovince 2.a .). On the SW, Herodotus' glacis slopes steeply down to the mare, about 
1300 meters below the rim. Thus, the floor of Herodotus is actually somewhat higher than 
the level of Oceanus Procellarum . On the west and NW, the rim of Herodotus rises about 
400- 900 meters above the relatively level Aristarchus Uplands here (subprovince 2 .d . ). 
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Figur~ 15. The same reduced version of the final AHR map as in Figure 14 here 
shows the general pattern of tonal variations in the region. Tonal features 
are shown as they appear under a high sun. Many of the light and dark zones 
shown vary (particularly the Aristarchus bands ), both during a lunation, and 
from lunation to lunation, so that only a generalized portrayal is given here. 

On its interior, the wall of Herodotus contains two crater- shaped objects , Herodotus 
N on the NNW , and an unnamed depression on the WNW . Her odotus N is 5.2 kms . in diameter 
and 375 meters deep (measured from its east rim). A short valley extends NE from Herodo
tus N. The depression on the WNW is irregular and elongated N- S. The floor of Herodotus 
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Figure 16 . Plan location of profiles (A- B, C- D, and E- F) shown in Figure 
17 . Physiographic provinces and subprovinces on the AHR map are indicated 
by numbers and letters (e.g., 2a); their boundaries are approximate. See 
also text in VI .A. 

is fairly flat and contains few features except for some scattered, small craterlets (some 
probably resulting from the formation of Aristarchus) . The only floor feature visible 
from Earth is an elongated light patch on the north . Some earth-based observers have sus
pected clefts on the floor, but these are not borne out by the Orbiter photographs. 

2.c. Schroter's Valley (Vallis Schroteri) is the most distinctive formation on the 
Aristarchus Uplands and is the largest sinuous rille on the moon . Only its eastern por
tion appears in the AHR . The total length of this valley is about 200 kms., with a typi
cal width of 4- 5 kms . , but reaching 9- 10 kms. near its southern, crater- like terminus, the 
"Cobra Head." Generally, Schroter's Valley is about 200- 300 meters deep on the west, and 
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400-500 meters deep on the east, where the outside surface is higher. The depth of the 
Cobra Head depression, measured from the west, is about 600 meters, and is 810 meters 
measured from the east, 1.ith a diameter of 7.6 kms. To the NW of the Cobra Head, a land
slip has broken the west wall of Schr~ter 1 s Valley (49~4 W/24~5 N). 

On the floor of the Valley are a number of complex crater-chains. Two good examp
les of these are north of the Cobra Head (49~2 W/24~6 N; 49~4 W/24~7 N). An unusual mean
dering depression is located on the south side of the valley floor, in its NW-SE trending 
portion (49~9 W/25~6 N). A number of small single craterlets are also visible on the val
ley floor in the Orbiter photographs. 

2.d. The plain west of Herodotus and Schroter's Valley is elevated about l km. above 
the nearby~· This irregular tableland contains a variety of features, including scat
tered craterlets and the relatively shallow crater Herodotus G, 3.7 km~ in diameter and 
160 meters deep. In its northern portion (near 50o W/25° N) are a number of secondary 
craterlets and crater-chains radial to Aristarchus. There are also some low groups of 
hills tending roughly NW-SE. One such elevated section lies east of Herodotus G. 

In the area between the Cobra Head and Herodotus, this plain becomes quite rugged. 
A shallow valley runs between the Cobra Head and the north wall of Herodotus. Under low 
morning lighting, this valley appears as a southw~rd extension of Schroter's Valley, and 
has been so interpreted by several visual observers. Some clefts have occasionally been 
reported in this area but are not visible on the Orbiter photographs; they perhaps repre
sent inadequate resolution of the cross-faulted low hills in this area, west and SW of the 
Cobra Head. 

2.e. In the northern portion of the AHR is a prominent, although unfortunately un
named, mountain mass. The 8.2 km. crater Aristarchus Z, 330 meters deep on its east, is 
the most prominent feature in the AHR portion of this subprovince. 

The SW margin of this mountain mass is sharply defined by a fault scarp, with strike 
NW-SE. Generally straight, this scarp is interrupted by a large offset block in one place 
(49~2 W/25~5 N). The height of this scarp is about 400 meters, although portions of the 
mountain mass are considerably higher. The summit of this elevated feature, near Aristar
chus z, rises to 765 meters above the nearby plain. 

On its SE, subprovince 2.e. falls off steeply in a group of parallel but displaced 
fault blocks, tending SW-NE. At the base of these elevations is the prominent Rima Aris
tarchus I (47~6 W/25~2 N). 

The elevated surface of this mountain complex seems structurally controlled by a 
fault system trending SW-NE. The surface, however, is highly disturbed; and a large num
ber of small craterlets are visible on the Orbiter photographs. Several, on theSE slop
es facing Aristarchus, are secondary craters associated with that feature. 

2.f. The final subprovince in the AHR portion of the Aristarchus Uplands is a rela
tively low area on the southern margin of 2.e.; it is bounded by 2.e., Schroter's Valley, 
the Aristarchus-Herodotus Plateau, the glacis of Aristarchus, and Oceanus Procellarum (this 
lmvland merges with the ~ near 46~ 5 W) . 

In the zone between 2.e. and Schroeter's Valley, NW of the Valley bend, this lowland 
is relatively level and contains a prominent undesignated crater, about 3 kms. in diameter 
(49~6 W/25~8 N). 

The eastern portion of this lowland is an irregular narrow area, widening toward the 
east. There is some evidence of faulting in its central portion (near 48~3 W/24~8 N), and 
this region contains many low hills and secondary craters associated with Aristarchus. In 
general, this subprovince rises as one proceeds west from the mare, with which it merges. 

~ The 45.3 km. crater Aristarchus dominates the AHR, and it is probably one of the 
most recent formations within the region because secondary craters associated with Aris
tarchus are superimposed on other features throughout the AHR. Because Aristarchus is it
self superimposed on the SE corner of the Aristarchus Uplands, its rim i.s somewhat higher 
on the west than on the east. The maximum depth on the west is about 4200 meters, but it 
is only 2800 meters on the east. These elevations represent two rim peaks, and the aver
age depth of the crater floor is about 3600 meters on the west and 2500 meters on the east. 
Because of the existence of a plateau west of Aristarchus, the rim height of this crater 
varies as well. On the west, Aristarchus' rim is elevated only slightly above the adja
cent plateau; typically about 250-450 meters. On the east, however, the height of the rim 
above the~ reaches 750-1000 meters in places. 
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The extent of the glacis of Aristarchus is difficult to define because it merges 
with the Aristarchus-Herodotus plateau on the west and with the ejecta pattern on the east 
and south. Generally, the glacis is narrow on the west and wide and complex on the north, 
east, and south. On the west, the glacis is low, relative to the plateau, but is steeper 
and wider on the south, where there are indications of at least one ruined ring at its 
base. There is also a large landslip causing a ridge striking SSE from the rim (47~$ W/ 
23~2 N). On the north, the glacis is wide and faulted; one large fault forms a ridge ex
tending north from the NE rim of the crater (46~9 W/24~3 N). It is on the east that Aris
tarchus' glacis is most complex and most difficult to define, falling to the mare surface 
in a series of descending, irregular, concentric ridges. Traces of these are found 10-15 
kms. out on to the~' where they form low ridges with branches radiating out to the 
vicinity of Aristarchus H. Under low morning lighting, the concentric ~ ridges merge 
with the glacis itself, an illusion causing the impression that the glacis is unusually 
wide. 

Much fine detail is shown on the glacis by the Orbiter photographs. Scattered rock 
blocks of all sizes are common, but there are few craterlets. An intermittent system of 
radial and concentric fractures is evident in the SE quadrant (there is a good example at 
46~7 W/23~2 N). 

The inner walls of Aristarchus form another region of complex topography. The inner 
wall is clearly terraced even in earth-based views, perhaps four terraces being the usual 
count. In the Orbiter views the terraces are so broken by secondary fractures, detached 
rock blocks, and radial depressions that the large-scale terrace pattern is obscured. Ra
dial valleys, possibly associated with the famous dark "bands", are particularly visible 
on the SW (see Figure 10 in first installment of this paper) at about 47~7 W/23~4 N. Few 
craterlets lie on the inner wall; the largest is on the SW (also on Figure 10; 47~9 W/23~5 
N)--about 4km5. on its major axis and about 200 meters deep; it forms a widening in a val
ley parallel to and immediately below the rim. It is the only interior craterlet clearly 
visible from Earth. 

On the north, the terracing of the inner wall has been completely destroyed by a 
large landslip. The entire northern inner wall has broken away into a jumble of rock 
blocks of sizes ranging from kilometers down to meters, extending well out upon the floor. 
Several radial valleys are in this area, the largest about 4-5 kms. long and 2 kms. wide 
(47~3 W/24~1 N). 

The floor appears originally to have been a flat, roughly circular plain which has 
been intruded upon by material fallen from the wall (particularly on the north). Its sur
face abounds with isolated rock blocks, irregularly scattered but concentrated in the west. 
Due to the greater depth of the crater on its west, the floor is asymmetrically placed to 
the east of the center of the rim outline (this effect is exaggerated in the perspective 
of earth-based views). There are few craterlets on the floor, none definitely visible 
from Earth; one lies immediately north of the central elevation, and a second is at the 
base of theSE ~~11 (the latter may have been glimpsed by Wilkins).21 

Were it not for its unusual brightness, the central peak of Aristarchus would be an 
obscure object. It consists of two main blocks, aligned N-S and about 6 kms. long and 2-
3 kms. wide. The major block, on the north, is 390 meters high. Some earth-based observ
ers have reported a crater-pit on its summit, but no such feature is shown by the Orbiter 
photographs. 

~ Some Topographic Features of Interest. 

As in any detailed study of lunar topography, many small features in the AHR were 
detected visually, but were interpreted differently by different observers, and even by 
the same observer at different times. This effect was due to the marginal visibility of 
these features, and sometimes even their existence was a matter of opinion. 

One of the purposes of the AHR project was to assess the reliability of earth-based 
visual observations in the detailed study of a selected lunar region. This can be done 
here because, first, a large number of observations of the same features are available and, 
second, the high resolution of the Orbiter-IV and -V photographs often (but not always) 
allows the unambiguous interpretation of these features. Some misinterpreted formations 
have already been mentioned in the preceding section--e.g., the suspected summit pit on 
the central peak of Aristarchus and the suspected clefts on the floor of Herodotus and in 
the vicinity of Schroter's Valley. This section deals with eleven other selected features 
whose nature was uncertain until the Orbiter photographs became available; indeed, because 
of the limitations of the Orbiter photographs, the debate may not have ended even now. 
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The eleven selected features are shown in Figure ~ and are numbered 4 through 14 
(areas 1-3 are "LTP Areas", to be discussed later). In many cases, older (i.e., pre-Aiffi 
Project) observations were found pertinent. Among the A.L.P.O. observers, Patrick S. Mc
Intosh, the Project Director for some time, deserves special mention because he was often 
in a position to resolve the conflicting observations of these features that he received. 

1±.:.. Craterlet and "Trough" on SW Inner Wall of Aristarchus (immediately below rim, 
47~9 W/23~5 N).--This depression was not shown on Beer and M'adler's map and, as far as 
this writer knows, was first observed by Gaudibert in 1872,22 who also detected a cleft 
running from its north wall parallel to the rim of Aristarchus. This craterlet was con
firmed by Nevill, Schmidt, and Elger (Elger also observed the cleft to the north)23 so 
that its existence was well-established long before the AHR Project. Instead of observ
ing the craterlet as at the south end of a cleft, however, Wilkins observed it as at the 
north end of a crater-chain,24 and so indicated it on the later (reduced) editions of his 
300-inch lunar map. To heighten the confusion, Jackson Carle~ on October 3, 1952, observ
ed this area as containing two craterlets, but with no cleft2J __ a view similar to Schmidt's. 

The A.L.P.O.-AHR observers observed this area intensively, but with various interpre
tations. Jamieson looked at this feature many times, first considering it as "a minor 
break in the wall" (April 17, 1963), but later saw it as a craterlet of diameter about 3.5 
kms. (August 2, 1963), and yet later as 4.5 kms. in diameter (December 28, 1963). Jamie
son's sketch of the last date has been reproduced in the first installment of this report 
as Figure 3. He also states that the craterlet depth is not over 250 meters and that, to 
its south, runs "a gorge or valley," possibly 100-150 meters deep, "a depressed area with 
raised walls, .. it may indeed be more of a crater-chain than a gorge or valley." Other ob
servers often saw the depression as a bright spot, and Mcintosh once (September 18, 1964) 
stated that it was "not a true crater." In fact, Budine (with only 4 inches of aperture 
on June 12, 1965) interpreted the feature as a mound at the north edge of a ridge. On one 
occasion (August 13, 1965), Ricker confirmed this impression: "I'm inclined to think 
there is a possibility that this is a raised area on the above abuttment, rather than a 
craterlet." On earlier dates (May 13 and August 10, 1965), Ricker favored the craterlet 
interpretation, however. Mcintosh also observed a craterlet here (e.g., September 19 and 
December 16 and 17, 1964), describing it (December 16, 1964) as a"··· 'bowl-like' struc
ture ... crevass extends south from 'bowl' ... " Anthenien, however, did not see the crevass, 
but suspected a smaller craterlet SE of the larger (June 4, 1963), similar to Carle's and 
Schmidt's interpretations. Westfall saw the craterlet in three sessions (16-in. reflec
tor, October 27 and November 25, 1966, January 23, 1967), but saw the cleft as extending 
to the NW on November 25, and as running to the SE on the other two nights. On the Jan. 
23, 1967, observation, the west rim of the cleft was seen as elevated in two sections. 

To summarize: the existence of a craterlet, or crater-like depression, appears well 
established. What is uncertain is whether the craterlet lies on, at the north end of, or 
at the south end of, an elongated depression. Also uncertain is the nature of the depres
sion--another, smaller craterlet, a crater-chain, a cleft, or simply a valley, trough, or 
ravine (all these terms having been used by different observers). 

The Orbiter-V frame (H-198) that shows this region is included in the first install
ment of this report as Figure 10. On this photograph, the formation appears as a trough 
on the SW rim of Aristarchus, about 4 kms. in length and 0.5-0.7 kms. in width. The cen
tral portion of this trough is broken by radial crevasses or landslips, but the north and 
south ends broaden into rounded, elongated depressions which might well be interpreted as 
craterlets in earth-based views. The northern depression measures 600 by 1100 meters and 
is probably the feature most often identified as a craterlet. The southern broadening is 
less well-defined, about 700 by 1500 meters in size, and is probably the southern "crater
let" reported by Schmidt, Carle, and Anthenien. 

~ Feature on WNW Rim of Aristarchus (48~0 W/24~0 N).--This feature appears to have 
been unnoticed before the AHR Project, being omitted even on the Wilkins map. In fact, 
this fairly prominent feature was not seen by Wilkins ~~th the 33-inch Meudon refractor 
(on April 7, 1952).26 E. J. Reese, however, saw it as a bright spot or an abutment four 
times during 1950-56.27 

To the AHR observers, this feature appeared uniformly as a bright spot whenever un
der a high sun. Under lower lighting, however, some saw it as a depression or a craterlet 
while others interpreted it as an abutment of the rim. Jamieson, for example, first iden
tified this feature as "A very tiny--but bright--craterlet ... interior shadow could be made 
out" (10-in. reflector, April 25, 1964), but later called it "A jutting portion of the 
wall" (June 12, 1965). Ricker's interpretation also changed with time; on May 13, 1965 
(8-in. reflector), "It appears more as a 'drop' or fault in rim of Aristarchus." On July 
21, 1965 (10-in. reflector), he stated, "· .. my impression that this is a low flat spot on 
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the rim is strengthened by this observation. It does NOT appear crater-like." In the 
next lunation (on August 10), he felt, "· .. this is where the wall drops down onto the pla
teau"; yet, on October 14, 1965, he stated, "This bright spot was most conspicuous. On 
this occasion it appeared crater-like, but I still don't think it is a craterlet." Budine 
also felt this object was a raised portion of the wall (June 12, 1965). Like Ricker's, 
Mcintosh's interpretation varied. His first comment (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) des
cribed the feature as "A bright crater with a small amount of shadow within it." On Aug
ust 28, 1964, he reported it as an elevation, and also noted no shadow on September 19. 
Finally, on December 17, 1964, he reported "not a crater." On the other hand, the two ob
servations by Lecuona (4i-in. reflector, December 16, 1964, and February 16, 1965) depict 
this feature as a shadow-filled depression. Westfall observed this area on three evenings 
(October 27 and November 25, 1966, and January 23, 1967) with a 16-in. reflector. It ap
peared as crater-like in the October and January observations (colongitudes 64~9 and 56~1, 
respectively), but was interpreted as "not a crater" on November 25 (seeing= 3 to 6, col
ongitude = 58~7). 

Fortunately, this area is well shown on Orbiter-V frames M-197 and M-198, which can 
be viewed stereoscopically. There is a small craterlet near here, but it is only about 
600 meters in diameter and is actually outside the rim of Aristarchus. The rim of Aris
tarchus almost merges with the Aristarchus-Herodotus plateau here, but the rim is offset 
so that it forms two parallel N-S ridges. Under low morning lighting, the shadow of the 
east ridge might well give the valley between the two ridges the appearance of a depres
sion. Under higher lighting, this bright area would appear more like a plateau or abut
ment. 

~ Bright Spot on East Rim of Aristarchus (46~7 W/23~6 N).--This feature is of in
terest mainly as a "LTP Area." It is a topographic puzzle, however, inasmuch as some have 
interpreted this bright area as a crater, a hill, or simply as a bright spot. Mcintosh 
(6-in. reflector, December 16, 1964) interpreted it as "Not a crater, but an abutment of 
unusual brilliance." Reese's map of 1952 shows this feature as a hill.28 Other observ
ers, though, saw this feature as either a single or a double bright spot. 

On Orbiter-V frames M-197 and M-198, neither crater nor abutment is seen here. Ra
ther, the area appears to be only a portion of the rim slightly more elevated than its 
surroundings. 

~ Craterlet SW of Cobra Head (49~4 W/24~3 N).--This is a complex region, and it 
is not surprising that this feature has been interpreted differently by various observers. 
This formation may be the craterlet "E" indicated by Beer and Madler on Figure 20 of Der 
Mond. Nevill, however, reports a peak "E" near here (his approximate position is 49°06 1 

E(old System)/24° 06 1 N), which may be the s.ame as Beer and Madler 1 s 11E". Wilkins agrees 
with Beer and Madler and shows a crater here, both in a sketch29 and on his lunar map.30 
Moore~ using the 33-inch Meudon refractor (April 7, 1952), also drew a tiny craterlet 
here . .5l 

Among the AHR observers, Jamieson saw the feature as "A minute pit nestled between 
the (IAU) SW rim of the Cobra Head and the (IAU) NW base of the nearby mountain mass," and 
estimated its diameter as 2.3 kms. (10-in. reflector, January 27, 1964). Ricker, however, 
felt that it "seems to be more like a crater cone than a pit" (8-in. reflector, April 14, 
1965). Westfall, though, saw the formation as a crater-pit (16-in. reflector, seeing= 3 
to 6, November 25, 1966). There were two other variant interpretations. Mcintosh (6-in. 
reflector, August 3, 1964, reproduced in the first installment of this paper as ~ ~) 
saw the feature as a hill, while Schneller (8-in. reflector, July 4, 1963) saw a crater
chain. 

Orbiter-V frames M-202 and M-203 (which can be viewed stereoscopically, M-202 being 
reproduced with the first installment of this paper as ~ 11) show such a confusion of 
features in this general region that almost any visual observer's interpretation could be 
confirmed. There is, however, a depressed area, elongated N-S, of about the dimensions 
estimated by Jamieson. Immediately adjoining it on the NE is a tiny, deep pit, which may 
be the feature seen by the observers with larger apertures (e.g., Wilkins, Moore, and 
Westfall). 

~ Craterlet SW of Main Bend of Schr•;ter's Valley (49~7 W/25~3 N).--This is another 
minute feature that has been seen in different guises. The earliest reference to it known 
to this writer is Gaudibert•s sketch of 1872, which shows a mound here.32 Pickering photo
graphed only a bright spot here,33 as is also true of most later photographs. Both Fauth 
and Wilkins, on the other hand, ,mapped a craterlet here,34 which was first glimpsed by G. 
P. B. Hallowes on September 4, 1915.35 Two A.L.P.O. observers have also seen a crater-like 
object here. Jamieson, in 1964, saw a double crater,36 while Brettman (8-in. reflector, 
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May 13, 1965) showed a tiny crater-pit in the bright spot. 

The mound sometimes reported is probably that shown on Orbiter-V M-202 (~ 11) 
and M-203, at 49~6 W/25~4 N, which contains a small, elongated crater-pit. There is also 
a small double crater about 2-3 kms. SW of the crater-pit, which may be the feature seen 
by Jamieson. There are a number of small craters and crater-chains here, probably secon
dary features of Aristarchus, so that exact identification with any visual observation is 
difficult. 

~ Feature on West Wall of Schroter's Valley (49~7 W/25~5 N).--Again, Gaudibert 1s 
observation (1872) appears to be the earliest; he shows an elevation at this location. 
The two AHR observers of this feature differ, however. Brettman (8-in. reflector, May 13, 
1965) described a "small crater-pit" on the rim of the Valley. Westfall (16-in. reflector, 
November 25, 1966) saw a spur of the Valley wall. Referring once again to the Orbiter-V 
frames M-202 (Figure 11 in first installment) and M-203, we find a depression, about ~-1 
km. wide, just below the west rim of Schroter's Valley; but it is located (49~5 W/25~4 N) 
slightly SE of the suspected feature. The west wall of the Valley does contain a spur at 
the observed location, however; and under morning lighting it might well cast a shadow 
that could be interpreted as a crater. Gaudibert•s mound may be an extension of the one 
described above (feature 8.). 

10. Feature(s) on South Floor of Herodotus (near 49~8 W/23~0 N).--The only feature 
here that is unequivocally visible from Earth is an elongated light streak originating 
from Aristarchus, with a slightly brighter central condensation (see Figure 1 in first in
stallment of this paper). Some observers, however, have suspected relief features here as 
well. Fauth mapped anE-W cleft here,37 and E. J. Reese drew a hillock at the east end of 
the streak.38 Wilkins, on the other hand, mentions only the streak.39 The AHR observa
tions did not clear up the matter. Jamieson (10-in. reflector, August 24, 1961) saw three 
"dusky-bright" areas here, interpreting them as possibly "low hills or even domes." Later 
(April 7, 1963), he suspected four possible low mounds on the south and SE floor of Hero
dotus. His interpretation is supported by Brettman, who (6-in. reflector, August 20, 
1964) saw a mound elongated E-W containing a "ravine, may be a fault" running NE-SW across 
it. Later (August 31, 1964), Brettman reported the mound again and suspected a pit; but 
no cleft was seen then (with seeing "near excellent"). Finally, Mcintosh (6-in. reflector, 
July 2, 1964) saw no mound; but "the broad bright area on the floor of Herodotus contained 
a small, brighter speck, likely a crater-pit." 

Unfortunately, the Orbiter-IV view of this area (0-IV-H-150, reproduced in the first 
installment as Figure ~) was under a relatively low morning sun and shows the light streak 
only vaguely. There appears to be a small (about 500-meter) bright crater on the streak; 
and under higher lighting, if its brightness increased, it might be visible under good con
ditions by visual observers. It is surprising, bhough, that the two much larger craters 
(diameters about 1.2 kms.) on the west and SW parts of the floor have not been seen if 
this much smaller crater has. No sign of a cleft is visible in the Orbiter photograph, 
although it is marginally possible that some of the secondary crater-chains associated 
with Aristarchus have been glimpsed at the limit of resolution and have been interpreted 
as a cleft (their general direction is approximately correct). As for the mound or 
mounds, this portion of the floor of Herodotus contains several very low elevations which, 
again, might be marginally visible from Earth. 

11. Valley NE of Herodotus N (50~0 W/23~7 N).--Although not a minute feature, this 
valley appears to have been overlooked by the earlier observers (although Herodotus N it
self, a fairly easy object, was known to Nevill, Schmidt, and Elger). Wilkins does not 
mention the valley and only hints at it on his map,40 while Moore (33-in. Meudon refrac
tor, April 7, 1952) drew only a faint terrace and a hill here.41 

The first observation known to this writer that definitely shows the valley is 
Cooke's in 1956 (confirmed by Burrell).42 Reese also observed this valley (6-in. reflec
tor, February 12, 1957). Four AHR observers saw this valley (or cleft), but interpreted 
it differently. Jamieson first saw it (10-in. reflector, August 24, 1961) with two para
llel shadows, under morning lighting, indicating that its west side was elevated, and that 
it ran from Herodotus N1s NE wall to the rim of Herodotus. However, describing a later 
observation (10-in. reflector, seeing= 2 to 6, August 20, 1964), he stated: "This ap
pears to be a cleft (or rille) running from the E wall of A llJerodotus N) to the mountain 
S of the Cobra Head. Though its shadow was quite dark and conspicuous as it ran from A 
through the N wall of Herodotus, it became fainter and less easily seen from there on." 
Schneller (8-in. reflector, July 4, 1963) also saw this valley as extending from Herodo
tus N to the vicinity of the Cobra Head. On the other hand, both Lecuona (4~-in. reflec
tor, February 16, 1965) and Westfall (16-in. reflector, October 27 and November 25, 1966) 
saw only the portion of the cleft inside the rim of Herodotus; they also saw the west edge 
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of the feature as raised. 

Thus, the question raised by this feature is whether or not it continues north of 
the rim of Herodotus. (Lunarians will see the similarity between this problem and the 
past debate as to whether or not Schroter's Valley continued south from the Cobra Head in
to Herodotus.) At least two Orbiter photographs need to be consulted here: Orbiter-IV 
H-150 for the portion within Herodotus (this shows the inner wall of Herodotus only slight
ly overexposed, but the region north of the rim is considerably underexposed) and Orbiter
V M-202 or M-203 for the portion outside Herodotus (these show the inner wall of Herodo
tus highly overexposed, but the region north of Herdotus is approximately correctly ex
posed). 

Photograph 0-IV-H-150 shows the valley as running about 4.5 kms. to the ENE of Hero
dotus N, then turning to the NE for about 2.5 kms. where it ends at the rim of Herodotus. 
Its width is about 1.5-2 kms., and the Orbiter view does not show a west wall shadow for 
the cleft--possibly due to overexposure. In both the Orbiter-IV and -V views, the valley 
terminates at the rim of Herodotus, which is well defined. No single, clear-cut valley 
extends north of the rim of Herdotus, although there are several features that, seen from 
Earth under certain lightings, might be interpreted as a northern continuation of the val
ley. First, adjoining Herodotus' wall (49~9 W/23~8 N) is a short, low spur projecting 
north from the rim which, under a low morning sun, could suggest the east wall of a valley. 
This abuts on a small craterlet (1.4 kms. diameter, 49~9 W/23~9 N). Continuing along the 
path of the supposed valley, we find a crater-chain about 3 kms. NE of the craterlet just 
mentioned, about 4-5 kms. in length and with a maximum width of 800-1000 meters. Beyond 
(i.e., NE) of this, a linear fault scarp, much disturbed by cross faulting and secondary 
craters, runs NNE to the vicinity of the Cobra Head. Again, under a morning sun, as was 
the case with Jamieson's and Schneller's observations, this scarp might suggest a valley. 

12. Landslip on West Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (47~7 W/23~7 N).--Features 12, 
13, and 14 are similar; they are essentially collections of debris on the margins of the 
floor of Aristarchus which have fallen from its inner wall. They all consist of numerous 
blocks of light material of assorted shapes and sizes, usually below the limits of earth
based resolution so that they have been seen only imperfectly by visual observers. 

Burrell noted some low hills west of the central peak,44 and Reese sketched a low 
hill there in 1951.45 Two AHR observers noted features here, interpreting them slightly 
differently. Jamieson (10-in. reflector, June 11, 1965) noted "a tiny, bright ledge or 
cliff in the wall." Mcintosh (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) stated " •.. a land slip pro
trudes onto the crater floor. Shadow appeared between the landslip and the crater wall 
and between the landslip and crater floor." 

Judging by Orbiter-V frames M-197 and H-198 (~ 10 in first installment), Mc
Intosh's interpretation was the most nearly correct; for there is a large mound of debris 
which, under a morning sun, casts a shadow on the west wall. In addition, there are a 
number of low mounds of debris (the tallest reaching 75-100 meters in height). 

~ Landslip on SE Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (47~3 W/23~4 N).--The first ob
servation of a feature here was Gaudibert's (1872), who noted a small peak.46 Wilkins 
mentioned a low hill here, and showed it on his lunar map.47 Using the 33-inch Meudon re
fractor (April 7, 1952), he also noted a crater and two ridges.48 Howe described a hill: 
"smaller( than the central peak] and probably very low peak."49 As with many features in 
Aristarchus, Reese's long-continued observations must be referred to. He sketched a ridge 
here in 1949 (November 3),50 seeing it again in 1951.51 In 1950 he noted two bright spots 
(5~8 and 5~6 bright),52 and in 1956 he noted a group of bright spots.53 Only two AHR ob
servers noted relief features here. Mcintosh (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) described 
"Another [see feature 12] lands lip which protrudes a slight bit onto the crater floor. 11 

Jamieson's remarks (10-in. reflector, seeing= 5, April 25, 1964) are pertinent: 11 The 
feature appeared gray and very rough, as though made up of numerous small, unresolvable 
details." 

Orbiter-V frame M-197 encourages one as to the general reliability of the visual ob
servations cited above. The low hill or ridge noted by Gaudibert, Wilkins, Howe, and Reese 
can be identified with a large quadrangular block partly detached from the wall. There 
are numerous smaller blocks near it, particularly on the NE, supporting Jamieson's and Mc
Intosh's interpretations. The crater noted by Wilkins can also be identified as a bOO
meter diameter crater at 47~1 W/23~5 N, indicating the resolution capability of a large 
instrument used under good seeing conditions by an experienced observer. 

~ Feature on the NE Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (near 47~1 W/24~0 N).--Due to 
the complexity of the terrain in this area, the interpretations of different observers 
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vary. Schmidt showed a craterle~ here,54 but Wilkins noted a hill on the wall in 195055 
and a mound on a ridge in 1952.5 Reese drew a 6o bright hill on several occasions57 and 
in 1956 noted two bright spots.58 Of the AHR observers, Delano (12~-in. reflector, July 
21, 1963) confirmed the hill and possibly Schmidt's craterlet. Budine (4-in. refractor, 
June 12, 1965) also saw the hill, but Mcintosh (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) noted only 
"a bright patch on the crater floor." 

An inspection of Orbiter-V-M-197 suggests that the reported craterlet may actually 
be a broad radial trough, about 2 kms. wide and 160 meters deep, at 47~3 W/24~1 N. A 
large rectangular block SE of the trough (at 47~1 W/24~0 N) may be identified as the hill, 
although there are many smaller, but still sizeable blocks nearby which would appear as 
light spots under high lighting. This entire portion of the wall can be described as a 
large landslip, the largest in the crater, which extends well out upon the floor. 

(To be concluded in next issue.) 

THE SAN DIEGO CONVENTION OF THE A.L.P.O. 

By: Richard E. Wend 

The Seventeenth Convention of the A.L.P.O. was held on August 21-23, 1969, at the 
Stardust Motor Hotel in San Diego, California. This was a joint convention with the West
ern Amateur Astronomers; only the annual business meetings were separate. Registration 
was conducted in the spacious Reception Lounge, convenient for informal conversations and 
discussions. Adjacent was an exhibit area with amateur displays, Mariner photographs, and 
commercial exhibits. 

After the welcoming speeches on Thursday morning, William Bridge described the new 
planetarium being built in San Diego's Balboa Park. The dome will be tilted at an angle 
of 25o so that spectators can be closer to the projected star field, with the feeling of 
being "in space". Dennis Milon brought us up to date on "Activities of the A.L.P.O. Com
ets Section", and urged searches for comets during the 1970 total eclipse of the sun. 
Thomas Cave, Assistant Mars Recorder for the A.L.P.O., spoke on "Mars 1969 11 • He comment
ed on the clearness of~ detail and sharp contrast between desert and ~areas. 
Richard Wend presented a paper on "Astronomy on Maui", having arrived in San Diego by way 
of Hawaii. Tom Pope of the ALPO is now a solar observer at the Mees Solar Laboratory on 
Maui. 

C. F. Capen, ALPO Mars Recorder, was something of a celebrity; as the representative 
of the Space Sciences Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratories, he gave the keynote ad
dress, "Mariner 6 and 7 Data on Mars." He also appeared on local TV, and was interviewed 
by the press. He showed a number of slides of the Mariner pictures, all conveniently shown 
upside down (from the astronautical point of view) to correspond with Mars maps made with 
earthbound telescopes, south at the top. Later on, Mr. Capen presented a paper on "High
lights of the 1969 Martian Apparition." 

Other papers presented on Thursday, August 21, included "Polarization Measurements 
of the Markings on Mars", by John Bally-Urban. He discussed Nicol prisms, Iceland spar, 
and polaroid. Clyde Tichenor described "A Blacker Black, and New Optical Uses for Foam 
Products." The 3/32 11 thick material reflects significantly less light than flocked paper. 
John Westfall, ALPO Lunar Recorder, gave a paper on "The Floor Craterlets of Plato", using 
nearest-neighbor analysis to conclude that the distribution is random rather than cluster
ed or regular. Trudy E. Bell read a historical paper called "The Construction of Lick Ob
servatory". At one time Mr. Lick wanted his telescope located at Fourth and Market Streets 
in San Francisco. The paper session concluded with "A Progress Report on Lunar Transient 
Phenomena at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory", by Daniel Harris. Arsitarchus and Ross 
D were discussed in some detail. 

In the evening, San Diego State College Laguna Mountain Observatory had an open 
house for convention delegates. The observatory is located east of San Diego at an alti
tude of about 2500 1 • The moon was observed with 16" and 24" Cassegrain telescopes. 

Friday's paper session was an active one. Arthur Leonard explained "The New Science 
of Tilted Mirror Optics and its Application to High Performance Reflecting Telescopes." 
Contrast is increased by the elimination of a central obstruction and its supports. The 
mirror is deliberately warped to neutralize aberrations caused by the tilted mirror system. 
Daniel Harris described "A New Light Curve and Improved Rotation Period for Pluto." This 
brought up to date his paper on Pluto presented at last year's Las Cruces Convention. 
Chick Capen returned to the rostrum to discuss 11 Saturnian Polarimetry", and ALPO Saturn 
Recorder Tom Cragg made an informal report on the activities of the Saturn Section. 
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Figure 17. The dome of the 200-inch Hale reflector on Palomar Mountain, which was visited 
by delegates to the WAA-ALPO Convention in August, 1969. Here the vi5itors look out from 
the catwalk. The tour was led by assistant superintendent Charles Kearns. All photographs 
on pgs. 25 & 27 were taken by Dennis Milon and are published here through the courtesy of 
~and Telescope magazine. 

Figure 18. Group of amateur astronomers at San Diego Convention, August 21-23, 1969 . 
John La Borde, at right, displayed the famous Schmidt Camera photographs taken near ·San 
Diego in the 1930's by Charles and Harold Lower. He is talking with Harold Kaiser from 
Riverside; the latter is known for his autocollirnating eyepiece for reflectors. Leonard 
Farrar, President of the Valley Amateur Astronomers Association, is showing the prints to 
John Bally, a co-discoverer of Comet Bally-Clayton 1968d. Behind Mr. Farrar are William 
Unruh, left, and Gordon Rayner. 
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Dennis Milon spoke on "The 1966 Leonid Meteor Shower", the greatest shower in history for 
which accurate counts are available. Russell McNiel gave a paper on 11 Skygazing Without a 
Telescope", followed by Tim Johnson with "Planetary Drawings- Advantages and Disadvantag
es." John 0. Bumgarner, a computer programmer, reported on "Gearing for a Sidereal Clock", 
with accuracies limited by electrical power variations. Bill Fisher described a method 
of measuring reaction time, and Clifford Holmes told of the recent Telescope Makers Confer
ence at Riverside, California. 

Friday afternoon was the Palomar Observatory tour. This included inner workings not 
usually shown even to astronomical convention groups, as some delegates to previous con
ventions can recall. 

In the evening an informal star party at suburban Alpine was scheduled. Unfortun
ately, large brush fires north of San Diego sent smoke and ash high over the observing 
site, causing the moon to look copper-colored, reminiscent of some of the brighter eclips
es of the moon. Stars of the second magnitude were glimpsed, and it was decided to call 
off the star party. 

Saturday's paper session included "High Resolution Cassegrain Telescopes" by Daniel 
Vukobratovich and "Getting Started in Lunar Photography" by Gary Wilson, which ended with 
a plea for audience help. In the absence of the author, Tom Cragg read ALPO Lunar Record
er H. W. Kelsey's paper on "The B.A.A. Blink Device", including a few pungent comments of 
his own. Ken Thomson read Alan Heath's paper on "Observations of Jupiter's Satellites 
with Color Filters", and Walter Haas read George Rippen's report on "The International 
Union of Amateur Astronomers, Bologna Conference". Keith Marzullo and David Opstad pre
sented a joint paper "On Evidence Concerning the Ring Type Basins on the Near Side of the 
Moon", which discusses features comparable to Mare Orientalis. Walter Haas gave a paper, 
"A Visual Determination of the Period of Roatation of Uranus". Marc Busch told of his ex
periences with "A Homemade Mirror Grinding Machine". 

Due to lack of time, several papers could not be given. The Program Director elec
ted to omit a few papers whose authors were not present. Jupiter Recorder Paul Mackal's 
paper on "A Simple Procedure for Combining Jovian Intensity Estimates" fell into this 
category. 

The Morrison lecture was "Solar Winds, Interplanetary Scintillations" by Dr. William 
Coles of the University of California, San Diego. 

At the banquet Saturday evening the G. Bruce Blair Award was presented to Thomas R. 
Cave, who reminisced about his many years in amateur astronomy. At the conclusion of the 
drawings for the numerous door prizes a NASA color film, "The Flight of Apollo 10", was 
shown. 

The A.L.P.O. Annual Business Meeting was held on Saturday, August 23. A report ap
pears under "Announcements" in this issue. ~f 

Those members who have not attended A.L.P.O. Conventions are missing a lot! By plan
ning ahead one can often schedule an annual vacation to include our Convention. In recent 
years it has been held on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday in late August. 

The members of the A.L.P.O. express their appreciation to the host society, the San 
Diego Astronomy Association, and to all the many people who helped to make a memorable 
meeting possible. 

Astronomical Objects for Southern Telescopes, by E. J. Hartung. London, Cambridge 
University Press, 1968, price $8.50. 

Reviewed by Walter Scott Houston 

It is good to find a handbook for amateurs that does not try to ape the professional 
catalogs. Hartung's book is just that. Here we have a man who has surely personally ob
served all 1017 objects listed, and he writes about them with color and warmth. The book 
is labeled Astronomical Objects for Southern Telescopes; but the author, who apparently 
has a great northern horizon, has extended his descriptions far into northern declina
tions. Andromeda, Cepheus, and Lynx mark the depths of coverage. So the book can be used 
by northern amateurs just as well. A small catalog in the back lists data on objects 
north of 50o N., which the author did not otherwise "write up". 
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Figure 20. Mr. Charles Capen (left), of 
the J.P.L. Table Mountain Observatory, and 
Mr. Clifford Holmes , the W.A .A. Vice Presi
dent. Mr. Capen described his work in pre
dicting the Martian weather before the fly
bys of Mariners 6 and 7, and he displayed 
and discussed the then just- released photos 
taken by the two space vehicles. 
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Figure 19 . Dr. John E. 
Westfall, A.L .P.O . Lunar 
Recorder, at l ower right , 
looks over the paper given 
by Keith Marzull o and 
David Opstad (wear ing tie) 
of the Los Angel es Astro
nomical Society . Dr . West
fall spoke on his study 
of the distribution of 
floor craterlets in Plato . 
In the background are John 
0 . Bumgarner (with beard), 
whose subject was gear 
ratios for a sidereal 
clock, and David Dunham. 

Figure 21. Thomas R. Cave, the 
recipient of the 1969 G. Bruce Blair 
Award of the W.A .A. fo r his contri
butions to amateur astr onomy. In 
accepting the Award Mr. Cave paid 
tribute to those dedicated amateurs 
who have advanced planetar y astron
omy in the past and emphasized that . 
there is still a need for amateurs 
to observe the moon and the planets 
in spite of advances in research by 
spacecraft. Now the A. L. P.O. Assis
tant Mars Recorder, Mr. Cave discus
sed the 1969 apparition of Mars, 
which "will be remembered f or the 
clearness of the mar e detail and for 
the sharp contrast between the ~ 
and desert areas . " 



Figure 22. Howard 
and Fay McCalla at 
the W.A.A.-A.L.P.O. 
Convention Banquet 
in San Diego. Mr. 
McCalla was the Con
vention Chairman, 
the President of the 
W.A.A., and an offi
cer in the San Diego 
Astronomy Associa
tion. Photograph 
taken by Dennis Milon 
and used here through 
the courtesy of ~ 
and Telescope. 

The book follows closely the patterns set by Admiral Smyth's Celestial Cycle and 
Reverend Webb's Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes . Priority is given to doubles. 
Nebulae and clusters get a briefer treatment, while variable stars are almost unmentioned. 
Mira is written up chiefly because it is a double star -- a fact that will doubtless be 
news to hundreds of American observers. 

The author's own contribution to the literature lies in his interest in looking at 
planetaries with a direct vision spectroscope. Here we have useful hints not found any
where else. For example, he picks out small planetaries from the field stars by their 
spectra. Useful too are his hints on the use of diaphragms (he uses a 12- inch reflector), 
and a double image micrometer to measure position angles of double stars. 

Less useful are his introductory pages where he lectures the amateur on the tradi
tional physics of light. What the observing amateur really needs to know about lasers and 
coherent light is excess baggage in this book. The space could have been more profitably 
used for a discussion of physiological optics, the laws that govern seeing faint and ex
tended sources, and the effects of atmosphere. This mis- use of space is particularly pain
ful when the main body of the book is compressed to save space to the point that the book 
is not easy to handle . 

At the start, a list of the 1017 objects by right ascension gives the basic data. 
Then, a fuller description is done by grouping the objects by constellation . To find the 
account for M 13, if you do not recall the NGC number, one must hunt through the RA list 
looking for a tiny 11M 13" in the notes column. This gives the NGC number. Then one can 
turn to the constellation section to find the write up. To work the other way is irritat
ing. One reads about NGC 689, a globular discovered by Messier. Then one must turn to 
the RA list to learn it is really M 10. No coordinates are given in the constellation 
section. In fact, it would have helped and would not have cost much to have printed the 
constellation abbreviation on the bottom of each page. As it is, one often must flip back 
a few pages ' to find what constellation one is reading about. 

Quite properly Hartung resists the temptation to load his accounts down with modern 
astronomical data that are of no use and of less interest to the amateur. His few addi
tions are really interesting -- did you know that Alpha Orionis is a variable star? And 
he honestly admits he has never seen the dark Horse Head Nebula in Orion . 

The last of the great writers for amateur astronomers came at the turn of the last 
century in America when William Tyler Olcott and Garrit P. Serviss were busy enthralling 
their audiences . (England was busy reprinting Rev. Webb.) Hartung is the only author in 
the more than half century since then who has honestly tried to write a useful modern book. 
And there is no doubt but that he has succeeded. He knows that the amateur wants more 
than catalog data. He understands that a handbook must speak to the whole man, to emo
tions, and to cultural sets. This Hartung manages to do. At the present time there is 
no competition. His is the most useful book around. The inconveniences smack of publish
er meddling, and I would be loath to blame them on the author . The glow of satisfaction 
one gets by reading the pages must be attributed to the author himself. Because American 
publishers resist all efforts to produce a decent Amateur's Handbook, Hartung's volume 
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will probably radiate as a lonely landmark for rr~ny, many years. 

REPORT ON THE 12.21 APPARITION OF MARS 

By: Klaus R. Brasch, former A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder 

The last of the current series of four near-aphelic apparitions of Mars took place 
in 1967. Opposition occurred on April 15, 1967; and the planet's apparent diameter reach
ed a maximum of 15'!6 shortly after that date when Mars was approximately 56 million miles 
from the earth. Although this was a relatively unfavorable apparition, several useful and 
systematic series of observations were submitted to the A.L.P.O. Mars Section. A list of 
contributors appears below, and the Recorder would like to thank all those who participat
ed in the A.L.P.O. Mars program. 

Observer Station Telesco2e(s) No. Observations 

P. Budine Binghamton, N. Y. 25-cm. Refl. 1 
c. Capen Table Mountain Observatory 60-cm. Refl. 30 

200-cm. Refl. 
c. Capdeville Valparaiso, Chile 7 .5-cm. Refr. 23 
L. Carlino Buffalo, N. Y. 15-cm. Refl. 26 
E. Cross Las Cruces, N. M. 30-cm. Refl. 10 photos. 

L. Daniel Islip Terrace, N. Y. 25-cm. Refl. 5 
K. Delano New Bedford, ~ss. 32-cm. Refl. 29 
c. Edsall Warren, Mich. 11. 5-cm. Refl. 2 
R. Gordon Ackermanville, Fa. 9-cm. Refl. 5 
A. Heath Nottingham, England 30-cm. Refl. 27 

0. Henderson Madison, Alabama 20-cm. Refl. 7 
R. Hicks Quito, Ecuador 25-cm. Refr. 6 
K. Krisciunas Naperville, Ill. 15-cm. Refl. 2 
E. Lonak Chicago, Ill. 25-cm. Refl. 1 
D. Louderback South Bend, Wash. 20-cm. Refl. 3 

J. Mitchell Cairo, Ga. 15-cm. Refl. 7 
R. McClowry Sarver, Fa. 15-cm. Refr. 5 
R. Reiffer Wyoming, Mich. 20-cm. Refl. 1 
R. Rhoads Phoenix, Ariz. 15-40-cm. Refl. 9 
B. Salmon Oklahoma City, Okla. 25-cm. Refl. 32 

D. Schrader Bradenton, Fla. 35-cm. Refl. 5 
K. Simmons Jacksonville, Fla. 15-cm. Refl. 22 

20-cm. Refl. 
66-cm. Refr. 

D. Smith Vinton, Va. 15-cm. Refl. 7 
R. de Terwangne Antwerp, Belgium 11-cm. Refr. 51 
D. Watts San Antonio, Tex. 15-cm. Refl. 4 

w. Winkler Suitland, Md. 20-cm. Refr. 18 
w. Wooten De Funiak Springs, Fla. 15-cm. Refl. 65 

20-cm. Refr. 

Atmos2heric Phenomena 

This apparition was highlighted by extensive atmospheric activity on Mars. Both the 
quality and frequency of observations of Martian cloud and haze phenomena were consider
ably enhanced by the effective use of filters among many observers. It is hoped that ob
servations of this nature will become more common in the future. 

Atmospheric phenomeP4 in this report have been broadly classified into the following 
categories: clouds, limb haze and veils, and polar cap and region hazes or hoods. Fur
ther subdivisions are possible. For example, clouds can be classified and characterized 
according to their color, position, altitude, etc.l; however, such distinctions are quite 
subtle and are often difficult to make. 

In this report Martian cloud activity has been studied only from a frequency and 
positional standpoint. This method is of value because it makes comparative studies from 
one apparition to the next fairly easy. Figure 23 shows the cumulative cloud detail re
ported during 1967. The IAU chart of Yars was used as a base, on which dotted outlines 
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of cloud observations have been plotted. The numbers refer to the relative frequency with 
which clouds were reported in the regions outlined. 

Comparing this chart to the similar A.L.P.O. chart in 1964-652 , one finds that con
siderable similarity in cloud position is apparent between the two apparitions. Note es
pecially the cloud activity over Isidis, Aeria, Chryse, and Hellas. In 1967, as during 
the previous apparition, most cloud detail appeared to border dark regions. An exception 
in 1967 was the cloud complex over Arabia, which appeared over a "desert" region, removed 
from any major dark area. 

Of special interest in 1967 was a cloud complex associated with Libya, Syrtis Major, 
and Aeria. C. Capen reported a white cloud in that region towards the end of March and 
the beginning of April. L. Carlino and B. Salmon, on March 30 and April l respectively, 
show a cloud bordering Aeria (Figures 24a and b). This cloud dwindled in prominence dur
ing early May, but expanded again towards the middle of that month until it almost com
pletely covered Syrtis Major and surroundings by May 23 to 25. Figures 25a, b, and c ill
ustrate the cloud complex at that time. 

Typical morning and evening limb haze activity on Mars is shown in the series of 
drawings in Figure 26. Limb haze activity is generally only visible with short wavelength 
filters, and is differentiated from clouds by its diffuse nature and the fact that it of
ten covers an entire limb from pole to pole. 

The North Polar Cap 

Most of the A.L.P.O. observations were carried out during the interval from 100° to 
170° of areocentric longitude, when it was summer in the northern hemisphere of Mars. Fig
ure 27 illustrates the behavior of the North Polar Cap as measured from about 60 suitable 
sketches. The areocentric angle subtended by the cap at the center of the planet's disk 
was plotted as a function of the areocentric longitude. All measurements were corrected 
for the large northern axial tilt, which varied from +18° to +24° during the period of ob
servation. The top curve in Figure 27 shows variations in the relative intensity of the 
cap, on a scale of 10 (brightest) to 0 (darkest). As is evident from the graph, consid
erable scatter was found among these measurements. These may in part reflect actual vari
ations in the ·size and intensity of the polar region due to the sudden appearance of polar 
haze. In general, however, such fluctuations in data are probably due to observational 
error and "personal equation" on the part of different observers. 

The North Polar Cap's size appears to have remained fairly uniform during the inter
val from 105° to 135o of areocentric longitude, when it subtended an areocentric angle of 
about 20°. After that time, many observers reported the development of a prominent polar 
hood which grew progressively until the entire polar region appeared abnormally large and 
subtended an areocentric angle of nearly 60°. A similar phenomenon was reported during 
the previous apparition2; however, at that time the polar hood appeared earlier and close 
to the northern summer solstice at areocentric longitude 90°. 

Although many observers reported that the north polar hood appeared less intense 
than the underlying cap had, the semi-quantitative estimates of relative intensity do not 
bear this out. The top curve in Figure 27 suggests that in fact the cap's intensity was 
at a minimum near 120° areocentric longitude, when it reached a value of 6.5. During the 
development of the polar hood and after that, the relative intensity of the region remain
ed fairly constant between 8 and 9. 

The development of the north polar hood appears to have had some influence on the 
prominence of surrounding dark areas. Figure 28 gives a plot of the relative intensity 
of the prominent dark region Boreosyrtis (longitude 260°to 280°; latitude +50° to +60°). 
These measurements suggest that this region turned progressively darker during the period 
from areocentric longitude 110° to 125o, and brightened somewhat prior to the development 
of the polar haze. Unfortunately, no further observations of Boreosyrtis were available 
after that time. It must be cautioned as well that relative intensity measurements are 
quite subjective in nature and hence are not reliable in any absolute sense. They are 
useful, however, as indicators of the general visual brightness of planetary surface fea
tures. 

Surface Features 

It is customary in a Report of this nature to present a chart of the surface featur
es visible during a given apparition. This practice has been omitted in this Report for 
several reasons. In the first place, it is very difficult to compile a chart from draw
ings made by many observers with differing drawing styles and under widely different obser
vational conditions. In addition, certain regions are invariably observed and sketched 
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Figure 23 . Chart of Mars to show distribution of cloud areas observed by the A.L .P. O. 
Mars Section during the 1967 apparition of Mars. The numbers indicate the relative fre 
quency with which clouds were reported over each outlined area. See also Brasch's text . 

Figure 24a . Drawing of Mars by 
Lt. L. M. Carlino on March 30, 
1967 at 4h25m, U.T. 6- inch refr., 
285X. Seeing 2- 6 (scale of 0 to 
10, with 10 best) . Transparency 
about 3 (limiting stellar magni
tude) . C.M. = 331°. Note cloud 
bordering Aeria. See also text. 

Figure 25c (above). Drawing 
of Mars by C. Capen in blue 
and green light on May 16, 
1967. C.M. = 258°. Other 
data not available. See 
also text. Martian Date Aug
ust 4 . 
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Figure 24b. Drawing of Mars by 
Bruce Salmon on April 1, 1967 at 5h 
55m, U. T. 10- inch refl., 350X . 
Seeing 7 . Transparency about 3 . 5. 
C.M . = 336• . Heavy wind blowing. 
Cloud near Aeria , see also text of 
Mars Report by Mr . Brasch . 

Figure 25b (left). Draw
ing of Mars by C. Capen 
in red, yellow, and green 
light on May 16, 1967 . 
C.M. = 290•. Other data 
not avai lable. Cloud or 
haze over north part of 
Syrtis Major. Note the 
small north polar cap 
and its projection. 
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Figure 26. Simul
taneous drawings of 
Mars with different 
color filters (as 
described) by Mr . 
Alan W. Heath . 12-
inch reflector, 318X . 
April 23, 1967. 21h 
laiD, U.T. C.M. = 6o . 
These illustrate ty
pical visual aspects 
of limb haze on Mars 
with blue or violet 
filters . Seeing 
good, 2 on Antoniadi 
Scale . 

Figure 25a. Drawing of Mars by Bruce Salmon on 
May 16, 1967 at 2hom, U.T. 10- inch reflector, 
400X. Seeing 5, transparency about 5 (limiting 
magnitude). C.M . = 243o. Mr. Salmon noted: "To 
the north, near the terminator, a strange bluish
white or perhaps light grey cloud of enormous size 
covers the greater part of Syrtis Major .... On 
March 31, 1965, I witnessed the same thing." 
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Figure 27 . The 
observed areocen
tric angle subtend-
ed by the North 
Polar Cap of Mars 
at the center of the 
disc (lower curve ) 
and the observed 
r elative intensity 
of the North Polar 
Cap on a scale of 
0 (darkest ) to 10 
(brightest ) are 
plotted as func-
tions of the areo
centr ic longitude 
of Mars . The ob
servations used 
were furnished by 
the A.L.P.O . Mars 
Section during the 
1967 apparition of 
Mars . The areocen
tric longitude of 
Mars is 90° at the 
summer sols tice of 
the nor ther n hemis
phere and 180° at 
the autumnal equi 
nox of the north
ern hemisphere. 
See also text of 
Mr . Brasch's Mars 
Report. 

Figure 28 . The observed 
relative intensity of 
the Martian northern fea
ture Boreosyrtis on a 
scale of 0 (darkest) to 
10 (brightest) as a func
tion of the areocentric 
longitude of Mars . Ob
servations by A.L. P.O. 
Mars Section during the 
1967 apparition of Mars . 
Boreosyrtis lies at l on
gitude 260° - 280°, lati
tude 50° N. -60° N. on 
Mars. See also text of 
Brasch article in this 
issue . 
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more frequently and more accurately than others during a given apparition so that any re
sul~ing chart ~ll of necessity be both heterogeneous in quality and an "averaged" presen
tatlon of detall seen over a prolonged period of observation. 

It has been decided, therefore, to present in lieu of a map a series of selected best 
drawings which the Recorder received. Lack of space in this issue requires deferring the 
publishing of the drawings chosen. 

Postscript 

Thi~ Report marks the final occasion on which I shall be writing in this Journal in 
the capaclty of Mars Re?order. The ~rs Section has now been passed into the capable hands 
of C. ?apen. I would llke to take thls opportunity to thank all those who have assisted 
me.durlng the past few years and to apologize for any oversight or failure I may have been 
gullty of. Although I leave this post with considerable regret since it has been a source 
of much personal enjoyment, I nevertheless feel that the time for change has come. In 
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~iew of t?e :apid progress in pla~etary astronomy, particularly with respect to Mars, it 
lS only f1tt1ng that the leadersh1p of the A.L.P.O. Mars Section should be taken up by a 
professional astronomer of the caliber of Mr. C. Capen. 
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Note ~ Editor. The tables of Saturnian longitudes on pages 34 and 35 were computed 
by ~r. John Westfall an~ should be examined in connection with his article on page 36. 
The1r u~e shou~d b~ obv1ou~. The reasons for two arbitrary systems of longitude on Saturn 
and the1r appl1cat1on to d1fferent parts of the globe are explained in the Westfall paper. 
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SATURN CENTRAL MERIDIAN EPHEMERIS, JANUARY, l21.Q - DECEMBER, 121.Q 

By: John E. Westfall 

The tables on paRes 34 and 35 give the longitudes of Saturn's apparent, geocentric, 
central meridian for 0 , U.T., for each date in 1970. In both "System I" and "System II", 
the central meridian longitudes are defined as 0~00 at oh, U.T., on l January, 1969. Sys
tem I applies to the NEB, EZ, and SEB. Its sidereal rotation rate is defined as 844~00/ 
day (period= 10h14m 13~1). To find the apparent, geocentric, System I central meridian 
for any date: C.M.(I) = 844~00(J.D.-2,440,222.5) + (248~75-U) + 0~5861 (75~83-L.T.), where 
J.D. =Julian Date (to 0.0001 days), U =geocentric longitude of Saturn (to 0~01), and L. 
T. =light-time (to ~Ol with 8~3169/Astronomical Unit of distance). System II applies to 
the remainder of the ball, with a sidereal rotation rate of 812~00/day (period= 10h33m 
25~4). For any date, the apparent, geocentric, System II central meridian is given by: 
C.M.(II) = 812~00 (J.D.-2,440,222.5) + (248~75-U) + 0~5639 (75~83-L.T.). 

The tabulated central meridians refer to the geometric disk of Saturn; the phase ef
fect is disregarded. For most purposes, the phase effect is negligible. If central meri
dian longitudes are to be calculated to± O~l accuracy (i.e., timed to± 10 seconds), the 
following phase corrections should be applied, where i is the phase angle. The phase cor
rection should be added to the calculated C.M. before opposition, and subtracted after op-
position. 

i Phase Correction Dates and Sign (+ or in 1970 

0~ 00-'3~ 38 0~0 Mar. 26-June 10, and Oct. 13-Dec. 12. 
3~39-5~91 + 

~5~92 

O~l Jan. 
Sep. 

l-7 (-). Feb. 7-Mar. 25 (-). June ll-July 22 (+). 
6-0ct. 12 (+). Dec. 13-Dec. 31 (-). 

± 0~2 Jan. 8-Feb. 8 (-),and July 23-Sep. 5 (+). 

Example. Find the C.M. longitudes for System I and System II for o6h52m, U.T. on 16 
September, 1970: 

C.M. at oh, U.T., 16 Sep., 1970 
+ Motion in 6h . 
+ Motion in 5oiD . 
+ Motion in 2m . 
C.M. at o6h52m, U.T., 16 Sep., 1970 

System I 
181~2 

+211.0 
+029.3 
+001.2 
422~7 
-360~0 

System II 
045~2 

+203.0 
+028.2 
+OOl.l 
277~5 

062~7 
Normally, the C.M. longitudes would be rounded off ASTROLA NEWTONIAN 

REFLECTING TELESCOPES to the nearest degree: C.M.(I) = 063o, C.M.(II) = 
278°. 

For accuracy to a tenth of a degree, the These fine Astrola reflectors are well 
phase correction is applied, which is +O~l for the known to nearly all serious telescopic 
date indicated. observers. Already a number of Ameri

NEW: SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
STAR-ATLAS, 152 loose maps, 258,997 
stars +90° to -90°, complete to 9th 
mag. 

NEW: THE BOOK OF MARS, by NASA 
NEW: VARIABLE STARS, by J. S. Glasby 
NEW: THE NEW COSMOS, by A. Unsold 
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY 
CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by R. Burnham, Jr. 

Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, each, incl. postage 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek 
THE PLANET SATURN, by D1Alexander 
THE PLANET URANUS, by D1Alexander 
THE MOON with the 300" Moon-Map, 

by Wilkins and Moore 
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH COMETS, 
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SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR CATALOG in 4 Volms. 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 

$18.50 
$5.25 
$6.95 
$6.50 
$9.95 

$3.25 
$7.50 

$12.95 
$12.50 

$13.75 

$7.50 

$20.00 
$6.50 

$140.00 
Write for free list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 
P. 0. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N.Y. 11364 
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ca's leading lunar and planetary ob
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals -
~ountings, etc. 

ustom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
elescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 

~perture made to order. 

~sed reflectors and refractors are al
jways in stock. 
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Long Beach 4, California· 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 
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Clothbound 
Clothbound 

Boxed 
Boxed 
Boxed 

(Boxed) 
Boxed 

Elem. 3. Naked-Eye Stars (booklet listing stars by constellations) 
Infer. 4. Arizona-Tonantzintla Catalogue of 1,325 Bright Stars 
Infer. 5. Visual Observing of Double Stars (booklet) 
Infer. 6. Atlas Catalogue (book of data) 
Infer. 7. The Finest Deep-Sky Objects (booklet) 
Infer. 8. The Messier Catalogue (card) 

Section S - Sets of Astronomical Photographs 

Elem. 1-3. Sky Sets I, II, and Ill (24, 24, and 18 pictures) 
Elem. 4. Jumbo Sets (16 double-size pictures) 

To facilitate the selection of useful items, 
they are roughly coded into three grades of 
complexity, but not necessarily of difficulty. 
Elementary indicates material good for be· 
ginners and casual observers, also for naked
eye and binocular observing; Intermediate 
items are especially suited to experienced 
amateurs and telescope makers; Advanced 
indicates material mainly for advanced ama
teurs and observatories. This coding is not 
applied to ESSCO Publications. 

Section T- Telescopes and Cameras 

Elem. 1. Telescopes for Skygazers 

Elem. 2. Outer Space Photography 
for the Amateur 

Elem. 3. Making Your Own Tele-
scope (6-inch reflector) 

Advan. 4. Construction of a Maksu-
tov Telescope 

Advan. 5. Gleanings Bulletin C 
(Maksutov reprints) 

Section Z - Miscellaneous Publications 

Elem. 1. Dictionary of Astronomical 
Terms 

Infer. 3. Relativity and Its Astronom-
ical Implications 

Elem. 4. Astronomy on Stamps 

ESSCO Publications for the Classroom 
SCI 

SClT 

scz 
SCZT 

5508A 

5508 

55088 

5505 

5511 

5512 

S501A 

5502 

5600 

LE-1 

Equatorial constellation chart
with star designations 

Test equatorial chart- without 
star or constellation names 

Circumpolar constellation chart 
-with star designations 

Test circumpolar chart- with
out star or constellation names 

Ecliptic-based star inap- with 
equatorial grid and names 

Eel iptic-based star map - with 
equatorial grid, without names 

Ecliptic star map list- positions 
and magnitudes of 224 stars 

Nine-inch protractor on paper
for planet orbit drawings 

Inner planet chart- orbits of 
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars 

Outer planet chart- orbits of 
Mercury to Saturn 

Special rectangular coordinate 
paper- for star maps 

Polar coordinate paper- for 
circumpolar star maps 

Aitoff's equal-area projection of 
the sphere - 1 3 inches wide 

The Moon's Orbit- exercise for 
determining the shape of the 
moon's orbit around the earth 

LE-2 Spectral Classification- spectra 
of 80 stars with key for types 
(answers on included sheet) 

LE-3 Rotation of Saturn and Its Rings 
-exercise using spectra of 
the planet and its rings 

LE-4 Variable Stars in M 15- finding 
the cluster's distance using its 
variable stars 

Price for each item listed above: 5 to !) sheets, 
20 cents each; 10 to 24 sheets, 15 cents each; 
25 to !)!) sheets, 10 cents each: 100-999, 8 cents 
each; 1,000 or more, i cents each. Postpaid. 

The sample above indicates the cur

rent contents of our comprehensive 32-

page catalogue, SCANNING THE 

SKIES. Write today for your free copy. 
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